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________ . _ ·--'----- _____ ____ A It_S_ __ T ___ R_A ___ C __ T ________ ~----~----~- -----_~ .---.~--- ---
._: 
. :r A me,tb:oci :is· ·presented for analyzing the e.:las.tfc~·plast.i.c :be-
havior of :frame:s which -ace.aunt for the reduct·to·ri" -.o-f .p.ia:sti'C mQmen·t 
•' capacity _d:ue to the pre:f3tanc·e of axia 1 force .: .A c:omp:uler program.,- ha-$ed: 
' on the ·one orig·tt1ally developed by Wang and: ,mod-i:f:_ie_d: by Harr:j.sort, is 
...t, 
presented. While the original program co~-lc;l prodµce·· the e lastic-p-1.a.-s:tt·c; 
• -=~-- 1.oad-de flee ti"on curve f_9_r ·a. ~r~me , .. · :it co'uld not :account fqr tJ1e gracl ... 
I 
u-atty· d·ecr-ea·sJ.ng ·b~:nding. c-.api1c.i.ty· o:-f. the. fr.ame· m~~b.e.-t:"s wh:ic·h -·res-ulte·d 
f 1r.otrl th~ increasing· axial f:or.c-e- P+ese-nt- it) them. T.he rep·orted. prqg:r$lll 
A.ti e·xp 1:ana·tf on .o·~- -th·e b~_$·Jc- ·1.ne·thod .u.s.ea· .by the: or (gtn·al pr:'o.-
·. •. 




S:ome, p:os.~ib.'i l:it-ies f9r desi-g.n us·e: of' ·t:-,he :p,~og-.rarh' are: pre·,-~ 
0: 
·,, 
'S:ented: a11d df~cus._sed in detail. 
~ . 
. ·· _ P:rQ:bJ:~m.~ .... a.n.d-. limita.ti:ons: _ e·ncoun~tered in. ther'°US0~· ··0-E:·,·:E:he- pr:e~ ., ....... -••••-·-··· ·-- ·--·-·-,-- ··-~··- -~ __ ,. - . 
rne out 1 ined . 
-·-·-': - -
~! 
. • ··-··· ..... 4-'• ... ' . --:· ... ':". . . • -·· ·-:-·:· ·:- :· ... 
" 
.. 
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_ ...... 
' ' - . 
1. I N T R O _D U C T I O N 
--- . ___ ___,__.,......._ _ ~-~-----------. -,---------- ----------------- - .. - -- . ·---·--- ·--------------- -- -
.) 
·-· . ·-· 
wiyn a struc,=tural steel section i.s subjected to so.me ~xial force 
Q 
P, its fllll p la.Sti¢ $0Illertt, Mp, is reduced to some lesser value which is 
, 
cal.led the ·reduced p last i,c moment ar1:d is· de:note:d by M: . The relation 
.. :·pc 
·betwee·n P -~rid M can be .determined· :a-naJ.:y· ticall:y .f·ot :m.o:s.t cross-section~. i_,'.2: 
- pc . . . , . . ·- . . . ·. . . 
:C.o.ns:equen.t1y, if P ha.s ·some·: ·known value- ·ancl if. ·t:he= reiat.i.onship between 
. . .. .. ·: 
:the loads ap.p.l'.i~d ·to· -t:pe· mem.b.~r· and the. :moments induced in it is known, 
( 
I . . 
member can ·a.1s.o ·be .detettnined. (When the :moment ·:Ln a .rrtetnb:eit t·eaches M p 
(of-: ·:no 0axia:l ::f'g:rce iS.--~P--r.asen-t--)---0-r -M- --, a plastic hinge is· said to have pc 
for.med. lfotation can occur With no change in loment,) 
- • :-- . H,'-·~::-.. : . ":'""· 
--·... - --- - -- ' - 'I . • _· . .. • ·•. ' ' ' ' - - .,. . • • • --- • : - . - -
-·-;• •; . ·-·· ··--·~~ -
:aow'ever, if this member is a. p_a::rt: of some :.f:t.a.rne !-t§ axial :fQ,rG¢·. 
··w.ill :itsually .. he :some :complex function of the- I.clads· on the. ·structure-,. ·The 
.. ~ ·-. 
.. 
pr.ob·f.em of finding the frame l·oad required t.o-·form a plastic, hinge· ·at. a 
•. _, .. - .. ·---~-------~. • .. .,.._ -- ·- . -- - -
:~_o1u_tio·n to .t.hi.s :·pr·o,b·lem ts difficult and .·a tt.ia:l-~a.rtd.-·e·rto,r· _pr.-oce.tfu:r'e_.· 
.•· 
A method is: presented in ·this report for ,determining the load,~ 
.;,_. 
,..: .. .-,,., ~, .. ,- ... , \,,.,_ .- .. ~ ' -~ •. ~·w · -· .... · .--~--·-····r·-.. _ ... _ .. _.,_ .. ,.,,~,,,.-......... _.,_. ~ ..... - ·- ":ri'. ,. '"-~'*~-'---·-·----·~ ........... ·--~--,,. ..... ~ .. ~,.,.. ··.··--- .... -~ .......... _-....: ___ ....... _._ ........ _.,__"""-, .,,...,_..,. -~-..--.. -.......................... · ....... __ .... .,-~,c. ...... ,,..~,-........ --- .. -...... ~-----. . .,___...., ,- ..... - .• ·,.~.--··-·_- ._ .... , .... _ .. ·---·· .... ,., ··-: ·,.4._, .......... ~ ...... s.,,- ... \ ...... r., .. 
· ·· def1ection history of a frame, accounting for t~is axial force effe.c-t.. · 
._ 
For the purpose of explanation and illustration the simple one- . _ 
_ .- ... u.-•• - ..... --~ .. ~ ..... --- - ... ·---..• •7 . -. - ' . ·-.·.. _ ..... ,__ .,..., __ ·- -- __ ·_ ·-·- ··~·~-·--·-··---~- A.,J,a ------- -----·~----'--··-··--····-----~ ---·---·-·- -------. ~-----. ----·-- .. : .•. -·--- ____ .:. __ . - ~~-- .-. . - -- -~---.!.:.'.-~·--;-::-_:,-.:_-..,::::::=._ __ ~~,.-~·-.·---- ---,'-. - - --- - . ---- ·-·~-?--'_":c"-:-:-:!-:-·~:--u~,---.... ~-'.~'"-"_".'. 
_.. -- .. 
l>ay, one-story frame shown in Fig. la will be considered. This frame is 
used to approximate the behavior of the bottom s~CJ.I'.)7. of tile six-story 
-~ .. 
frame in Fig .. lb. 
• • ' •\·•· ~· - - ' • ·: .. - .:"'"4"- -· . . • ,.- ~-· . 





:E:~ch- column top load of SW corresponds t·o one-half of lhe gravity 
. ', ' ~ Ioad:'ing: -on. the upper stories of the larger frame. The lateral load used 




..ticular percentage fully defines the relative proportions of the la-t.er,al 
and gravity loads. 
. ..... 
·rhe analysis rep.o.rted , ~-s .l)J;iS.~d .µ_p.on a. rtie·thod for per.forming a· ·· 
.f:·1:;J;-;$-t>-0-tder., e lasttc:-p}c1s·tic· ana.lysis of a general. plan~ fJ·a~~- which 
ig_n·ore:=s :the ·¢\f.f~ct· _of axial load., The me.-thod:. ·w,a~ orig'i:nally developed by 
r• 
.. 
. c:,. K· .. Wa.ng3: of the. University o·f w·isc·o;ns:fn a:rtd l_ate··r. modified by H. B. 
4 .. ,. . . . . , . . . . . .. . ... ',. ,·. h' - .h· 
-Har::rison· · at :Le -.1.:g _- Un1ve-rs ity-~ .Th~· app-roache~ tb' the el.a·stic.-,plasttc 
.c_omputer a.s- doe's th.e -~·_ppr·oach pte·sented here· .. _ Howey~·r., ·an un·d¢:r.-stagdi~_ 
o.-f tn¢ me¢:han·i.c.·$· of the computer progra111 ll .. f3'eci -her:e .is n-ot necessarily a 
.. ~re~·re,quisite to: an uoders.tand.ing .. of .. .the· ..... ~_-th-o:4--.. 'I'r1e -r·eport ·ts ·q organized 
·w.tth :this pur:p·ose in mind. In the second chapt·er the thecirO); of the 
s.imple--plastJ_.c ¢qhlpute_r .. an-a1ysis as Wang .. -and I:lar;ri~.or1;. t:le-Ve:1op-¢d it !~ 
_pr:esent.~d: •. The -chapte·r -also: .explains the irt:tt~tac_:tion .be._twe·e.n axial' 
... 
for:ci~. on a membe·r ~~-'7;1d .its inpme.rrt: ca.pac.:f t .. Y:. :chap·ter. 3. ~deals witlf the.· 
. . 
eff·eict. tha-t .axial ·:force ha:s ,ofi t.he ana·lysi.s 'of': a fr·ame·. 
The computer program .use·d in:: the artaly·sts is presented in chapter 
···:· ·-
- 0 




., . ·- contains an analysis of the e·xample frame mentioned above. Much of the ... , . ~! 
·--··-•---.. -·-.. ~·~·~--- .". ~-' • _' -"··~:, -_'::-:::"':"... .- -- -·-----------. ------ ---·--· ----- - -- , -· --~- ----··- ------·-·--·----- --1!·-·- --·-- -- ------- ~--- ·---~ ---·--·-·--''.''---- - ·- _ __:-_____ , _ _._._ ~-•- _•-· .. ~•.-.., ______ • __ :.-- - ------. __ •••· - -~·- -- --- _,,.,. .......... ~ . ·-- -- -- -- -- a>:-:·''. - .. !:::::°~--:~.::•---Y:.":~ .• -...• -· ."'~-~-~.-.-·- ... ~:----·---.. u- .. ...-..,r.~-----,:-~:'."'.'"":~:=::·-•-··• ·•·:· .. • ·- I 
data obtained from the computer program is explained and discussed. 
It :is .l\oped :that this explanation alon·g w-ith the- accompariy.in:g 
.,·a,, 







..... ··- . - .. ··--·~'"-··-·---,-----·-~---·- ___ .. ,.,. - ____ , ......... .,.. ________ ._~--·-·" 
•·-·· __ ·_:_- ___ .... · ..... -... ...................... _, __ _ 
,. 
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-4' 
intelligent use of the· program. Also, for the. benefit of those who. ma·y 
wish to attempt further modifications and for those who have some pro-
gramming background and desire more detailed information_,_ a_flow_dJ_~gJ:"~JJl 
- - ··---·--- - ~--------------- - - - - -- - - - -- -- - -- ----- --------·------------------ ----- -------- ------ ., - - . -- . 
for the main program ~.s ·contained in Appendix A. A listing of each sub-
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_ .. ,· 
.... 
,·.;..._ 
·- .~- :'"· 
2. B A S I S O .. F: A N A L Y S I S 
2 .1 THE ELASTIC, SIMPLE-PIASTIC ANALYSIS 
The elastic simple-plastic .analysis, as deve:.lo:p.ed ·by Wang and 
,, 
Har.:r:i;'so11". p-r:ovi.det,s th.e-.. :foundation- f:or the method of :~11.al:)tsis reported 
h:ere. A ·s.c.hema-ti.c fo.a.cf-·de.flectio.n cti:rve, typical :of Harrison's solu tt:o,n 
is: s·hown in, -Ftg:.. .z,, whet¢ Ir i:s ·the latera:l load and 6H is the -sway de~ 
,f lec:t_i.qp, of: ·the. ·c:o·lumn 'tops .; 
. 
.. •.· ' -
. . 
- .~ .. .-· 
.d¢·t~:-rmi.-ne.s ·the :slop.e: .o.f lin~ QA. P~in:t A 1:e-p,£esen-t-s the: f9r:ma:~i:9tt of the 
:_ffr-s.t ·ptas·tic h'.~:nge:. i.n the frame and· it is located a.s fo.ll:QW·~ .. .Ai: each 
spending to a gi\ren· loa·d. ·.can ·be expressed -~-~- :: 
·M ·- ·m H 


















have no effect, a plastic hinge will form at a point when M. = M.. ~ 
1. p1. I 
____ . "'?·-·-····---~ .. _ ._ ._. _________ The ... Jo _~!!ii on. -~11 d _ 1 Qsi..<L ~ QJ'.r e 1,_p onding .. to. -the .format i otLo £_the. .f ir.s t .. ----·- . -~---~-.. -: ... -· . 
plastic hinge can .. be de.termined by substituting M .. for M. · in Eq. 1, · 
. .. . pi· 1 · 
. The .analysis continues by inse.rtin:g a real ·hing·e in the frame 
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per~o_rming another· el_astic-'analysis. In this way, new values of m. · are -
·- • ,-"")">·· .)I ·.~ l 
found, and the slope of ·the second segment is determined. A new version 
.. 
of Eq._ 1 can be written in order to locate point B which corresponds to 
the formation of the second plastic hinge. 
\ 
,(2) 
Dpu-b·I~ s:ubscripts have been ·fntroduced: t·o ·the -m\s ·t:o indic.at.e 
which p9in:t or location on th~ :fr.a111~· ~hey. r.ef~r to (i) a:nd wh.ich elas·tic 
·analy.sls they result -from (1 or 2) .. .For· vai:lues o:f load: betw·e-e:n :H1 .at1.d 
·li2- (:se-e Fig. 2), Eq· .. 2 compute·s the -.mont£(fit a.t e.ach_ :point-~ - (Note ·that 
m:i2; = o: f:or the first plastic hinge l·oc-ati.on due· to the presence: of a· 
As l;>e fo:re .,.. ·$ub·s t"itutfn·g- M- . for M
1
. , so lv_i':rt,_·g· _. fot~ :~.·2 __ ·, . . ... .. . · .. : pl. 
. -~ 
• ------ ~--~ - ---· 
and selecting the: lowest val_µe wil.l loc:ate point B on the plot .• 
·-tt·arnes ·w:.ith :·:rea.l .hf:1.tge,s_ a:t the ·pla.·s:ti_c h·:ing_e locations i.s., cJ:,t1.t-inue·d ·u.n:t:iL 
. ·· a·· f·a·.ilur·e ·me·cban-"is:m fprtttS", ··as_ 'i1td£ca'·t·e·d ,:by, .. a, horizontal line• fo.r· some: .. 
'r" 
.the various .st-a:ge·s o.f: h-inge formation and th_e. to.c.a-b{ons .. o.f th~:se °lfii\gea: 
·;, .. can be .written in the- f·ol.lowing form·. . . .._:. _:;_,- .:.. .- .. : ... 
. ./ 
... 
~ . -- ' ... - . ., .. ... L . . ... - ... · • ;,, ...... ·~··· Ill'*L;~l + 111~2 ~2,+ ·. : :. . :. _: Ill4n~L llh-J.. +_ Ill2;h_ HlJ._ '"=- Mp 2. - . ~··.. . . . ; .. .:. - ,. 
,. 
::ma. ·_- - •·.1 Hl + ma 2 R2·· + 
.. ·' ' ...... . 
.. 
:·· .. .. .-.. •:m -Hh .. +-:m· -· Hh: = :_ ··.- ·. h-1. · · ·-'1. - : : 'h ·, .. 
.. a.,... _. . a,.-
:-;:. 












·;,. . . 
in which h is the number o.f the plastic ·hinge under inve'"stigation and. a 
. . 
:0 ,. 
, ... •. 
is· the -number o-f possible hinge ·1ocations for the. frame. 
.r. 
The· va.lue s of H ~re ·known __ be twee11 .. ~-t-~!!d _ ~--i __ J:_nc !~~!Y~--- ~_y ____________________________ _ 
previous calculations. Als·o_, once H1 , H2 , ... ~-l are found, their 
values do. n.o.t change as ad·~:ll-.tional load is- applied. . Therefore, Eqs. 3 
·are a seri.~~ of equations in. on:e kknown with each: equation r.esul.tlt1~ 
_in: :$ome =val:ue for l\i. Co.mp-a.ti.son of these values de.termines: the 
1.ocat-ion o.f the new hinge. A .sj.milar series tntis:t be examined for· :.eac:h 
Be_·•_c_ a.use the va_lues_ ·. 6_.f H - H 1): ···2: •• •. ·l\i-l do not c_:hc1:n;ge .a-f_t_e:r 
.In other words,_ oJt¢e_ a p 1~ st ic h in'ge. f ortns at some poi.n·t, 'it is· not t:n-
.f lue--nce·d l,y a11_y ~tlditional lo.ad. that· :may :be :p·i·~c:.e·d. on -the_ fr:ame a::t a-
It. ·$'hou.ld. :be· noted that regardless t>,_:f -th·e ma·g_i\-i1tticle .. o.r bhe 
:qc:tiumn. top. loa·ds in Fig. 2 they have no ef.:f:~cJ:·: qr'l :t!ie, C'(t:paci~Y- er£ th~.· 
. . . . .. . •. 
:f:ra.ine wberi it is analyzed in- t}:i_e ,:allove mantt~r- ,. $ln·ce lt is .assume·d ,that. 
2.2 THE EFFECT OF AXIAL FORCE ON MOMENT CAPACITY 
. -·-· ·--··---··-··-·- .. ------..---.;_-r,-i,;,.~,~----~ .-~~:~..;.. ... , .·.'. ,-.-.,~w ... --~-.. -·-· -·,"--·--· ·-----~.-·---.. -··•'"-"'"-·"'··......_._.~ .. ~---·""' .... ,---... .. ...,.,...,,._, __ .. ...,...,.. ........ ._.. ". - ...c, . ·. - - • • ·-....,.... ._.,...._ 
. .,, 
If a member is subjected to some axial f:orce P, -it·s available_ 
. ' . ., •. ... ~ . ·- " ' ' --~--·- ··-·--· . - - . . . - .. , ,. -·-· . ' ... •·' - .,. ·•- -- ., ·- . . . - . 
~ 
. 
. moment capacity M is reduced. This reduced value of M, defined as 
. " • ,,.. •·-. •-•'. ·, •.2..~±. . .. ·.- .. --~-- - • - " - ... -·-· . -·· ·-- c . ~ - ·_ -~--- ••••·•><• - . '" - .. -•• ..... - .. • ·-.·-. --:-::e::.::.·=_:.__:.._._ _____ :_ -~-=:=;.;.::~.~-:,:•e>,~.:~.-~-.,.,-,e_-•,•".C . ·· __ . .-,.,,;,.,,=••~·•• •c,-•••=-c'-·--'· i~,U"1;~c-:-=- =-~=- .. ••.·. c'C .;.-: . _:,.P... . . .:_ ~..../::. -~-:.-•·•- ""'· ••• •·••. ··-••••••, ..... eC".'C"'""C""-,c""'~c--•-•=--c'cc-"'•<•··"'•_ .•. ~. • 
. ' 
----,-~~------------·: ______ Mpc'·c-an be d-etermifie·d- analytically, and for most sections, curves· ... - - ---- -----
and equ?t_ions have been developed which relate P to MPC. once Mp and 
the yield load ];'y are. known. 1 •·2 For most :w.U!e:-il1inge ~hapes bent aboµ.t 
., 
_;•\ ..... -·· _ .. · -· . . _ .. '. . ... - .. · -. ~ . './ -···.''. -- .... " ... ·· ., ... ' ·... ·~. · ..... 
·.::.~·;.; .. :~. ~·· -·-·· ... 
.- .. -. - ·· . 
·~--.·--"''"'- ~L .... _,, ............ ~ .............. - ... t ... , ....... , __ ·- -·•-+••• •-•--••·•-••· .. O·••·•···~·-o >•• ----•" .• ,.,., .. _,,,,,., 
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t·heir major axis, such curves fall .in· a relatively narrow band, .and· " 
..,... 
· simple expressions can be used to approximate them. 
. ,.... 
. . 




-----~-~--~~~---~-Figure 3- shows a non-dimensional -p-lot- or-the- moment versus-axiar ______ _ 
............ --------~-.. ------ -~-
for·ce· relationship for strong-axis bending of wide-flange shapes. The 
s·ol1d curves repr~sent ~he upper and lower limits of the exact inter-
. 1 .· 'd 1 h'' 2 
-.ac:t,1on re_ ation.s : .. _f;o.t ·wi e-f ange S _ a_pe.s. The dotted straight lines 
are the us·ual -approximations for these. curves as suggested· in Ref. 1. 
-
The approx:t~-t¢ ¢·uryes· are expressed -.ci:rtalytic~-lly b_y the. foll6wing 
equation~-: 
(-0 :~ < 15 Py) (4) M - M ..... , < - . • pc p ~. --




Note that Eq. 4 indicate$ ·t:her·e: ::Ls- -no r-e-dP.:c:tfon- :o·f tn·ometft 
capacity due to axial force if P is le,ss th·a·n 0.15~ P .. The limits :im:-
Y 
posed on the applicatio·n of Eq. 4 the-r-ef:o:re J>J;Ov:,~~e, an u·pper bound to, -
\ 
.. 
'the ·axial loads which may be preserrt _i.n a s:t_~uctur¢· if an elastic ·s.imple-
.. 
p1~stic a.n~.Jy:sj._$. of t:t: .fs. to be valid._: 
value g:reat:et '.than 0.-lS·- P Eq. 5 must 'b:e.· u:sed. an·c:l ··va-iious modifications 
. ' ., ', y 
iri the analysis :ar,e: :required. Thes.e modifi-cat-i.on:s are .the subjec:t ·o.f 
the next chapter-. 
. ,_____......,_, ... .__,~-·-. .~----·--,. •------•-9"._, ________ . ---~--.• - ~-. ------...., .. ,,., ... _.n,;r.·-.,-· --
.. ,,. 
C. .. · 
------~ :__.,,., ---~-'."- .... -----··:· __ .2..:.\ __ -__ -·-··- .. ------------- -- _·, _ _:_ • __ -- _ -- .... 0.=- : .. : •.. ··-=-·--_-a, _ -~·-· -~·-__ ·----~--- .:: ____ -C_ -~---- :.?'_ ·::~ ... ____ · __ ·: __ ·-),•-~--· ------- ~ __ :___: __ ~ '-- .. ·-_·-. --_:_ ·.~.,---~-. -,, .•. -· ·-· ._--_ -·, .• -··-· .- _ .. -·c· __ - __ ._._ .. _, ·_· ___ - -•"'-·_· -·· · •• -.- •• -· -_· ·. -~ ' •• • •. ,.--. - .-•.• _ ·_....__-,·~-- •• .... - · ........ : ... - ·.: -.· • • • . - , • ·• ••• 
. .. -·· --- . .. .- -- -- ·---- ---·-·-- __ , - .. -- -··--o.··-.• .... "'.":.';""":-""~"'-.·-:-:--c_ •• ':;"J'··'.7~--.~-.. 0·---~---·'----·u,,_-___ .... ~__ -__ ~·'-·_ ... ·_.'._ _____ · _______ . ____ '.-···· 
• • l • • 
• - ---~ ... .:. -- -........ ~ ... --. .••·• -~ ..... -,...-~--''.---:"~:-··:-----:----:·-~--~~ - ... :---·:--:,,e, ••• ·: .-.-, .. -~r.~ .. '':" . 
:-
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3.. I N C L ·u S I O N O F T H E A X I A L f O R C E 
EFFECT IN A FRAME ANALYSIS 
-ti. ·~ 
·, 
·rhe effect of axial :force: .ca.11. be. included in the aria.:l:y':E~is by 
·. ·mqd·.ifying the equations :whic:h· g.overn. the· formation o!: ·plas'tic ·hinges in 
the frame. .Previously·., all plasttc· h.in~es had to sat:i~f:y· the requirem~11ts: 
.......... ~~ ........ ~....... . ... . imposed by, Etj. 3. ·1£ th·e e{f:e¢·t of axial force is. cons·-idere,.d:,. these 
~--'!:~ ..... ~.- -ry,~"'7>,""'''''~A>< 
~--,~-
... 
requirements ar·e .ap.pJ·lcal)le .only· to those plastic i1inges wh:i:cli fo:t111 ·Und:e-r 
an axial force: les$ :than Q.f5 P ,. as is shown Qy_: Ecr. 4, .All. other pI~st.t·q y 
J:ti.riges ~µ·s.t: sa·tls-fy· ~-q •. 5. 
•• 
h 
7 m. H. - Mpc = M 




l n. H. 1 1 n 
1 - 'i=l 
p 
y 
for . 15.- p· .. _. <( P= ·< .P: y . ·- ··y· - -· L mi 
.i===-1 
:H. = 1.18 M l. . p 
:7,' 
" 
:whe::re ·n ts tb:e: unit axial forc'E:f in the memb:e.:-r:~: ·b i~ the· numbe=r of the 
point on the load-deflection curve which· :ts cu.rrent:ly· ·be-fn_g computed, and 
Note that b is always greater than or equ,al to h ... - The reason· for this 
.~ .... :.... - ·-b -- - __ .. ":·-~.-,,Q-'i:+:.:-r 
. 
. 
_. _ . _ ... _ ---=" -c-=·~--c.·-:-.--- ·--··-,-·~-,-,·-·,·~-----""'··c":W, .. ic-l-l .,Jte ____ §_g_ e.n .... he.l~w.-~ ...... _ .E.q.uat ion ..... ,6 ... c-,WaB--.. -cp .~es~Ilcte-d----a-nd--discussed-c--·i·R----Cha-~te-£--· ·-~-:~,=-··~--,ce-c'.--~~ ............... - - -
~ 
2 (as Eq. 3), but some additionai explanation- will :he of value in under-
-
standing its function in the ~od.~.f~~cj· analy-a;fa .. 
. ~ 




. . ,.· 
. Let the firle AB beloW ~~present .. e. plastic moment capacJ.ty: Mp 
:at --some point in -a structural member whose axial force never exceeds 
0.15 P. y. 











As: loa-d. i.s· -plac·e:d on ,·the .s·t:l:'·ti_crtq~e., -a- -b~ri.4_i.Pg_momeo·t -.eq-ua} to the .u-n,i:t .. ..._ .. _. . :"' ':-· . ... ·'- ...... ''· "'. . 
' 
,. 
$·egment AC is the' motnen-t pre.s·e,nt. -~t t:he- point (m1_ t.·tmes H1) wh·en tq·e :f::ir.:st: 
plastic hin-ge forms in the. f::rame .- (The .fir.-st p-l~s:tic :.hing~- is _a_~$-umed: to 
form_ ~omewbe.re other than at the p.:oin·t ·in ,qµest:Lon.) · :-Add-itiona.l -±.ncre-
ff1el):t_.~- o:~ 1·.oad on·the·· ~frame wi 11 te-sult in similar: additions to the ...... .,~.<, 
::il;i~m~'.~-~- ·<:·-~ 'the point, such ~c~ CD, whi~h. i§ ... e.qu~l t·o -tn2 times H2 . r:£· fhe 
15:ci"i.n t ·in. :que s.t·ton: _is involved: 'tn t:be fal.lut:~ 11le,cbanism for the £,r·ame ~ the 
bendt1J.g moroe,nt ·at the po~nt_ w.fll ffn,ally :reach M ;and: a pla_st:ic ·hinge .. . .. p . . . .. . . 





(AC + CD + DB = AB) 
, . 
___ ____,r1-~~~-~---~ 
----·---.. ·-·--------·-----·Axial force had no effe~t-in the above- ease be·ca:-o--· ...... se----..,t-.... t__,w~a-;:;s---r-tess · t·han the· 
. __ critical value -of · 0. 15 P . 
·y J 
.. 
• --· " .................. ,~=··------~-"'.-··;" , ... , .. ---·-:·:-~e-s,-_ -~ . _,.....,.--~_ .... .,.-,.._i ... _ ,....;..,c.,.,-=·,·-..... ,.--.,--..... .,:,,.,-!'.-"--·~-- ·,-·--=--·---·-·--,,-_.,..,..._, ... ~·-·----·,7·c-_-".:.. .... -, .. -,--,.-···--·.--····~· - •. _, .... .,__- =-·c -=-~---.-~--":-:'"":-:-~·-·::"'.~--:=--~~~~:~~-~-~---:-~·~ -~-·.-----: . ~:~~~-::~J"'-":"~~~~~~ ... -~-;- ··:·--------~-:-· ··--:--·~-,~·~.'.'. .... -:·. ~-.,--.:··-.. _--:_·---~~~-~~-·-:~-".··~:".":::~~~~ -~---:--:-_· __ -_:_:_:--~:- : ----_ -- -- - . -·. .. ··-····· 
- If the i1xiar force at some. point _exceeds O .15 PY, the behavior 
o·f the point through various . $'tages of loadin.g·_ can be traced with the aid 
of the d_~:ag,r·am below. 










Ji- C E D B a-I ___ ._, ___ ...,, ___ ...,, ___ _.,I 
-11 
I. 
·,, . .. ) 
·.~ .: 
-· -·. ------, . -
- - - - , .. ·-
.As :be:f.o·t:e,,: let the line AB represent M for the p,q.~nt. When the ·ftr·s.t: 
' p 
:fricrEtme·:nt of load i:s applied to the frame, soine ttnoment and some -ax·fal: 
toad :will. b·e induced .a.t. this·· lo:c .. atiort. Because the axial force P -is , -
-·-·····-·"· ................................ ~---'"'--·'-··------: .. ~assumea .. ······Eo------exe-eed- -0·-;·l-5--'---P- .-- s0.ome:··:r,e:d11et·.ion· in· M ·wil-1·--t-a-k-e---n-lace--~ · · When -·· .......................... . ,.. . . . . . . .. ... . . . . y' . p I:' . 
.:.1.: 
. t.:he .f1rst plastic h:inge. for-ms in th¢ ·f:rame, conditions at this point 
.a; ·b~.ndi~:& iµOJJl~n.t at __ .t.be :PO:int, .. equal. to AC. Q.f ·the· remaining b~ndil:lg 
cap~ciJ:y that pO:tt,ioI): which ts usable (Mpcl), is-11_qw CD !'athet thah C:.:B 
.as ,in the previous c,a;se. If the s.e·cond ·15,1_a·stj.c h-inge forms: at this 
re.d·uc·tion ·ip. ·cap~c.ity due to axial forc-e- ED to meet· at p·oint E the.reb·y 
sa_,t:i.:~·fying Ee(.. 7 fo.r this· location in the: fram_e. As mo:re._ lo~cf i.s app-1-ied 
...: 
t:o, the. fra.-me,, no -additi·ona.1 mome.n:t ·w.ill CJ.c·c:u:t q;·t t;:Jtis ·1.ocati..on b.e.cause .a 
p .. u·rpo:s·e :of each su;bs .. e'quen:t :elastic analysis: .• ·He,nc.e .. a:it fu.rther unit 
. ·. 
mqme.n·ts for this point ·wi1l be :zero. .':rhl.$: .i,s_·~·.IJJJt ·t:he·· ca~¢·· for tt1.e ·µ.n_i:t 
axi~l force at this location. In most cases, the unit axial force will 
--
r.·.·-··c>--O_.~....,.,_,..n4!ll----•·r:"lll.t....:...-~---.. ~·---<>~~.__-.~ . .,._"a..JJ_J'-"1..Z,..,1',..,,..• • .S.,l_..e<......._"'"'~ ..... ~-~ .... ~-... -~-.._~----· ---------~----------- --- . ------··---........ --- ....... ~ .. --- ~,:;'._.... ... -_ .. , ...... 
continue to have some value other than zero until the mechanism load is 
reached. Unless the formation of a hinge at the point under discussion 
·, ~ ========""""· =-=--=-=· =· ==·--=~=~-,-=--.. -=.-~~· =-· =·-·-=--o.=--!:·=··-=-·-=-="' =· =-~=---=---~-= .. ·--~ .. _. -...... ,·.· _ .... , .......... _ -· .. '. _. -- _."'"" .. -- .. ,- - _,..... - - - -"---_ ·_ _,--= ____ , .. - .. - .. -c .. -o..=·~==-cc...""-=·--,,.,-=·---"= ·-·--·----- .--- . ---· ... ---- ···- _ .... ,.,. ·----· --- ····- ·-- - .. ··--· -- - .. ··-· ... -- ' -- . ·-· . .. .. . 
- resulted in the formation ·of· a. fat.lute me·chanism~ additional frame load·s 
.. 
will be added to th'ose already present. In order to reach this mechanism 
',. ·I 




· .... j 
.. 
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force re,sulting from this increase in frame· loads causes M to decrease. 
. . pc 
~ . This in turn requires adjustment' ~of segment$ Ac· and CE in order to 
~~~'.ll.tain _ e qui 1 iQ_~_:i.l!JJt__ a. t _the __ po_in_t __ ,L 
In Summary the ar:i~tl:y~is -of: a. frame c·an, ·be 'thought of as -the· 
.E·ach 
. ··- .. · 
o_-f· these -p·oiq._·.t·s t-epre·seots- the for.mat ion of ot1e new- ·p.l_astic· hinge. 
cu:rve. ·becomes horiz·ont·a1 and·:_ th:¢· .anp..1-ys is: ... t·erm.fria.te·s· ·when- enough _hinges·f 
f 
1.oad'-:deflec.tion curve-_, ·c:111 t:he _plas.tic hi-nge·:s theq form~d- nit1-s·t satisfy 
e±the:r E:·.q:. :6 ·or :Eq. 7 depending -o-n. the· v~J~e of: ax.ta.I. f.or:ce at :~:acJj· 
~-
:an J:nab:i~l_i_t_y to. ·car.ry the_t:r :previous: moment .d .. ue t·o: ·at1 :_in-~r.eas·e ih a.xi.al 
·.Henc·e. as· :eac:h- o:f: the= 
.. : . ' . . 
. . . .. 
plas::tic hinge,-s _fo.t:t~1, a. rea:djustme;nt or ·a. ·;redtstti_bt1t·iori of mome~n·t mtrst 
.. 
. ta.ke p iac,'e· :iP th-e frame. to account for t:::he weakening o:f the prevfq.ti"S 
i.t_s :per.tin.en·t :e·quatiorJ.· Th.is re:d'i:stri.b.u·t~~op,.. -c~a;f1 'be a.c.·complished in man:y· 
Otre: .·meth·od fs: to. ~pp·J..y: s:olll¢ in:tetnal .mome·nt to· each plastic 
ht_nge t:h,ft is· e.ffec:teci by -a~tal f.c>"rce:. This. in·ternal .tttorriefit ·would be 
>-
equal· in magnitude to the reduc_tion in moment capac·it,y_· at each point 
·---·•-·'"""·c••-·'"·~--------------~ 
--_...;_--,..--___:._ . """-"'-------~-.. -..-~, ... ~ ......... , ... - .... .,.,.,.,_,t.,_• • • . 
due to the incre:ase in axial force. :Se.cause .the value .. o.f. ,these ... in .. ternal--·---·····-···· . -,·--· ... - ..... _ ......... .,.- ·----~--,-~ .... -..... - ... ·····-·-- ,~--····· .. ·-····-·· .. 









-----·--. - .-,-7.,.,-,. .------ ... ;.--;.· ...• ___ :....... .. - - . . .. ..... ,., .... 
-----==·~:"':".'._~~--=-''":~·~~:-:::-_:•:·•t~~~-~9.-· . -"·~-;;..1\-•u:--~.~C:--"-..._"~:"'~"••-··--••_-··-•••oso----~·""'•"'""--'""7""~--.-•.~"""- _____ ;;,,_....,-,•- - _.-;;:._ .... .-._.~~-,_.,..,__..-"-"'."' __ .,.,.._.., • .;..~..,..._---·--·.----·~':-'-,.-.""--~~--·•..,.~·,-~~"'.."!"-·-·~·~·,·~.--.---~~--• •·· - ~ ' • ' ·. -~·~.:.:.'. - -· .. ' 
next plastic hinge is de·:tEtrmiried and because the increment of load 
' 
can.not be determine·d ·u·n-t.Jl. the internal momen.-t~ are known, the -problem· 




,r : ·."i·. ·: j ·- :• .• ,-, ·~i;,.-· . \·• , {·: , , , ,•: . .,; ·, ;-. v,· · ,., : .a'·, ""I • ,,. ,-.... ,,r · 
-~-:~. 
. .,._.... ---- ... 
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• 
- approach for compµ t.e-r ~:nc1ly$-j;S_. 'Th.i_S .m~rtho·d :ha·s· the d~sadvantage of-
- -






ternal moment applied to the frame. · If a computer-matrix solution based f 
--,--~~ _ ... -~----.- ------ . .----~-----·-:···---,··- -·- . ---·--------- - ---.------ -. --------- ----- -- -· -·- ----1 
on the displacement method is :used, the introduction of additional de-
grees of freedom to the f.rame will ·use up a noticeable percentage of the 
_:availab-1-e---conip_utet stora-ge .sp.ace· -an.d may severe.ly limit th:e :s! .. ZE?: of 
frame which :c:an· b.e ·handled by a p~rticular machili~··: 
a ·- ··.,( - , • ..i-_ 
A ,s·e·c·ond a·pproach, and the one wh_ich i-s us:ed _by t.h~_ pr_~~-E:~t ___________ _ 
- •·-•-. • ____ , · .... • -~- ·--,;•, ,_.M • •,,•. ·•,-•u••m••'-•·-·u•o+•• ·•<0-····•- -••-.. •• ·•--•·•·•• •' ''"""""'"""""" ___ ... -.,,,,_,,,..,• ---·-·•-·• •'-I.• ~-·.• • -~. ,• . • •".•. - .-.," ,..-•-•••••--•••--•~• • -~ •- .. ~- • 
cLn~lysis_, ts: tq make. succe$s°ive a:djustinen-ts- on the: v-atiou,s in.cremen.ts 
o:~ loacl :hetwe._e:rt.· '.the. formation of plas.ti'c hiriges· until :eith~:r. E.q •. 6 or'. 
·.· 
·'.E-.q .. 7· ls. $.at·i:sfted ·at _.·e-ach plastic :hinge loc:_ation.~ This :·proc·e:d_ut~· c·:an 
be ._e:xempl::Lfled by refe·rent"E~ t:o fi:g ... 4·... :T,he _µpper c.u.rve. :i.n Fig .. 4·· .is·: 
the. fr~~e. s·how-n whete· ·ene .. e.ffec.t 0£ axia·l. force -on b·e,ndi~g- :c~pa;city l-:s · 
:nel_.~ ·1ected. P.o:Lrtts A. , .. B .. , C _:, and D. rep:res·e1:tt. ·'the· .. ::·f-ottnation .of, pla.S·t:ic 0 Q q . 0 . . 
:h:iri"ge.s on the frame at p.oints 1-,. 2 ,:· 3, ~h~-- .4. t~s:pe.c:t·fv.el:t. For·, the 
··. 
purpose of explaining th:e met:h_o.d 01· solution,. it will be aS:s·umed that 
- - -
. 
h_.fnge-_s fr·om tha,t, of the: elastic, simple-plastic analysis. ·Fo.r the: -mos:t . 
pa.rt· :this i.s: a: c-.ottect assumption for simple frame_s,.. However, lh c.-ompl.ex 
• 
f:r:ames ·involving a large numhell\ of hinges in the failure rilech_anism,· it 











.. ._. ......... , __ .: __ ··-······-··-,cc-·----:-,~-,'-c;-""""-~'e"'">""'-~-~~"'~'·--:-·~loads,,,-£0,~l~~-aGh--~o.f,.-,-t.he""S:¥-9,S~Sci-hle-:-~cfl-.:in§e----,cJ.-eGa .. t,-iea-s---c.eR0 ·--t-he--·-tf-atne···'-··-····En-uatt€>fl-·-7·'";"'""'""7~;"~;, . .,.,',~-,c_-_-.,.-,.··--··----,·-. ~ . 
:• ......... . 
is ·applied to each of these points and a value of load re·quired to form 
a p}astic hinge at each is determined~ · If· axiai force is fburtd to be . 
less than 0.15 P , Eq,." 6 is substituted for ,Eq. 7. In an actual y 
·.t 
- -·--·. ~~--· .-.--------~ . , ·-· .... ·-
I 
-----~--..:.....----. ..;.-;....:,.:.,~-·.-· -~-~·---···~----·· -·····-··-·· ·····-·-~--- ·,.-. '-·--~-'-·--<·-"-",·'---·- ... --... ·-··--·-~ ....... -....._ ..... __ .. __ ~---.... ---.............. ---.. ---__...... ....... - .............. --·~•:-=---· ---~--·~.;~ ......... - ... 1 .... ---··-.-. ...... ---- .... :.-.:._: ___ .._.~.-~ .. :..., .. L:._:-o.--·""· --·-..:;,.,,:_ •. ,;,~:.:.-.·:-.:~~·-~-·-..... ~l~ ... -------.-... -.. ·-- .. 
I' 





analysis, the magnitude of· P is checked against 0.15 P for the location y 
involved and the proper equation is applied at ea~h .hinge.: For this 




----------- . -- ------ -- -------------------------
--------------------------.-=l 
smallest of these loads <let-ermines that the first plastic hinge forms at 
point 1 on the frame and at a load corresponding to A1 OD: .tl;i~ plot. The 
-.axial .fo·rce effect 1ower.s A fr.om· i,:o: .t:q A. 1 . A real hinge -is :t-hen in-
,. 
·ser:ted. at loc_~t:·ion 1- ·at1d:· a sec·c,nd ~la.sttc· :analysis is. _performed to deter-
m:ine the slope o:f. the ne-xt ,segme·nt. .On the basis- o·f. E·q. -7, point B1 is· 
_____________ . -----·--·- .... -....... ___ ----"·'·- ______ _____ ~~~n ~----~!1:_~ ___ t_~-~------~-~:~-9-~~---__p __ !_~-~--~-!-~-----h_!~!!g_~ _____ f_Q]t~-~--------~--t _______ _!,.Q'.9..~tti_QJl,_,f; ______ .Qn _____ the _______ fr_ame _ _._ ________ ~-----~---·~--'-·--~·:·; . .-_, __________ .... __ -- --- --
\GI 
Tae increase in load ·in moving- .from A1 to B1 increases th~ axial force 
at-·lo_cation 1 and thus red-uces the: niom~nt capacit:y at .that point. In: 1 
orderi.: to sa_t-isty Eq:. 7 .at loca-t:i.on ,l;, ~l mu.st decrease __ to the value 
r·~pr¢f?~n,t.e:.d by· "I:>:o·int- A2 ,,: P-o·int B- 'i.s· c:qmpu·ted. a-ga.in and: :the ¢:ycle: i-s. 
re,peat.~d- t1nt:tl Eq:. ) is sati.sfiect a-t -p·otn:ts: :A and ·B· (Lqc~t_i.·:Otl$ 1 an(i· -2_) 
and the pro·ce:ss r~,pe=at:~. St1¢·cessive h-fnge_s- _·at.e: intr·odu~ced- until a 
meC:h:artt$lll. l .. ~ formed:, e.nclin·g -the an~ 1 y sis'• 
, -, 
El-g.1111-:e :_5· :Ls a schematic plot comp-aring, t:h_e curves produce.cl b'y 
./the- e 1-a:s·t:tc, s·.tmple-plastic ana·l-ysi-s :of Wang :a-nd -"Harrison (das.11~.d) an.,4. 
the analysis including the effect of axial force (solid). The ·gener~l 
,,.~r:,o."'~"..___,_,.':'-...._.,. .. ~__...____.,_.., ___ __.l..___ ---------,------------------------... -• .. -• ... ··er ,,,.._-.::....r,,•I.O&~~-:qr,~ .• --· 
trend is.for. a~~~! _.fq:r;_c;_~ _t:_o ciecrease the _slope of eac:h _ $<=&!11~n.t o_n tl"le .. __ • "< • ' • • ' , •• ' ·--~--- ·- - - • -
curve. Straight lines are not strictly C()rrect for the lower curve .. 
:...~ -
--~:."".. •• •"· .. :. __ , ... .• ,.·.- ____ :;C_ ------ -- .. <: ... -~~":'.".""--:-:="'.:~-·1'-;•·:---·-.·-1•----·c-·~----·" -- ___ :__ •_ -·------------~-- ·------- . - . __ -::_••· - _: ___ •·•-_·-~•-•••••""•===:---·-n:"--""~--.,•-•-~·-··'•',."....,....':"'""'""--•·•••.•-••••·-• •••·-·-•_·--' - ·-·--·.-...-~-·"'•-•••~..:::-•n':-_"-"'':..:. __ ~ .. -•, ....... ••-•-.-·•·-•-r••·...-. .,...:..,~-.-•-•u:~-.---:••-..-•,- .. ,.,.._."";',-••"".,...."',_...._..,..,.,_, ... ,_'7"""4"___..:•,.,;,.,.•,_.;,::-----••_•-••-•--:---···•···-~ 
• 
beyond the first segment. Each segment is a curve ·which starts at the 
lower point, tangent to·· the e-iastic .slope for tq.e frame (the slope --o·f 




..... ..._, ................ -~ .. ·-· ---·--"'.-·-·· -- _·.---~. -~-... -... --~-----~·--·-·. 
-·: • ' •• .........,.._· ··.,__..- .,· •. '··--.-_.!,..___7.,;; _______ .; -----·---.·· ......... _ • ..,, ....... ,...._._:_;,,,_. .... ·.:.·· . .. ·_,,,,-·· . ,., ___ .... •. r,-.--· ._ .. ··.---- · ...... .._··. -.. .- :::.:..__, ...... -· .... :.: -..,.;b--- ..... J ___ ..... ,.._.,.. -
\ I 
--, -~. '' ', .. ,............. ., ............ " .... ,.._ ._, .. " 
297.21 
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to reach the next higher point. The curves have- been drawn straight 
·· because the information which is necessary to p~oduce the exact line • l.S 
not produced by the ~nalysis presented in this report. 
- - - ____ .. __ --------- ----- -- - -------------~ ---~---
- _. -- ---··--·--.,------- - --~-~ - -------:;--- ------·-- - -- --1---- - - -·-
•. 
. --,A,~ -.. -· "' -i •• •>• " ,,_,,, 0 ' '" ...... "" ••• ---•-•- •• _,:,. - ·----·· •.. ·- - ......... - ·-- '.·.:'. .-· ... -· .. ··-· . 
'•• - ··. ·--· . 
, __ . ___ -. 
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.,,-
4.1 INDEXING SYSTEMS 
To write a successful c:omp:µ,t.e.r :"p.rosram. for .even ··the· S.lritple:.s·t 
.. 
cif tfrol;>.·\ems it is necessary to_ institute ~ome .corive .. nient and L·og.ica·1 
·-· ............................. ~ ..... ~~--~·'···: ........ i-, ... ; .. :~--~----~----: .. - .. SY:stem_ ...... 0£ ..... ide.n.tif.y.in.g ........ the .. q .. ua.n ... t.i.tie.s .. - inv.o.l:v .. e.d ............... Some. o.f ... the ...... $ .. :y:s.:te.n.is-... -. ........ . . .. 
~··=· ~ - ' ... - ,-· ~" ·-· :• 
used by the program are shown in Fig. 6 .. 
E .. ·~ .. c:h·· pol11t 'of l"oad application is constdeted to he a Jo.int in the. frame 
a:nd as a result, a beam subjected to quarter .Point l9ading :fs b.roke:n 
down .. into three members. (Intermediate s-lJ;pp:o.r·ts: i_.n a :con .. t:;i.n.uou·s.: be·am 
·w\oQI'd- be tre·at: .. ~_d .i .. n the $..ame .. ma.rtne.r .) E:ach member is as .. signed a number 
.· . 
(circles on Fig. 6a) a:s is .e·ach membe.r·,end (square:s on :F~g .. 6··a). The 
even- end number .is -equcf~ ·~9: ~ice th.:e- member number.-· -an·d.: ·the· odd end 
number is taken as one l~ss. than the ~ven number. 
1' 
• ..,,, R 
I 
--------~ -------- ., 
.. 
-
These member end numbers are used to identify the in-ternal 
.. 
• 
forces acting on th~ member ends. The. sign conve.ntioni .for .. these intert1.al 













·-------·-----__._ .. ;_:.,.___ ~ __ _..;______;__"--,--~-----· .. - ............ j 
and axial force'" .. pos.it.ive in tension. The choice of a sign convention i_s ] 
j 
purely arbitrary and any consistent coQ.vention ca.n be used. The 









numbering syst;em is also used to identify which location the unit moments 










unit quantities are indexed in exactly the same manner as the memb_er end 
forces and the same sign convention is followed. 
____ The __ second in.de-x-ing s-y-s-t~~-, --shown in Fig . . 6·c, ar~ises -from the 
" . 
. need to identify d~flect~ons and load~ Each joint, un'le·.ss it is )/"-.,~ '· 
restrained·, has three degrees of freedom; a hor-iz:onta,-1 and vertical de-
.. 
. £1.ec tion and_ a to tat ion . For each degree · of fr.e·.eclom'. the t:e is a cor- -
·.re:sppnd:Lng: load whq.$.e p._oin·t :9f ·application -~p.~l .. d:tt.-ecti-on -co:.fncl·.des with 
:, 
th·e: p.os s::Lb le ·til_ovement. 
..:; ;, ...... ·:--·-··---- :•, ' .. ··-·- ... ... ;~····· ...... · .. ,, .. , .• ~-· ............ , .... ·-···" -··· - ___ ................... 11". ..... .. ... , .... , ..•.. 
. . .'. . ·:, . -
Althou1~·h: loa.ds will n_ot 'trsually b·e ac-tJ.ng .at- ~Xl -·p_ossi.bl.e; 
loc:ations on the fr.ame ~rt -on·e t.ime, the: 1na:e·tix me ~hocls- used· re .. quire 
·s_pac-e. to be r.,erved for_ ·a-ll po_:s:sib.i.l::.i.:ties ~ He·nce:, the numbering system 
--·- ·- ----- --· .Fig· 11_·-_r .. -_.:e_. 6_·.·c_.: --h -. . th . d -fl ___ t. ~ s · ows · e e · ec 1.ons 
.-
ancl l:oad:irig. p·ossfbi:li-ties· fo·r the e:xample f,rame. .There a-re four vert:fc.al.~: 
f'otl'.r hot:Lzont~ i. ,. and f.our·· ·r-cttationa:1 .d:~_flett.io.n:s ~pQ.s_:_s.-ib1.e: ·as we 11 as 
• 
di.re.c·t,iqrt$. ·The se-:qµet1ce, .of: nump_e1;ir1g· is comple_tely· arbitrary ·al thoug_h_: 
listfrtg .,fll '.Vertical_, all :.horiz-ontal, and all rotational quantities in 
--
___ ....... - --
- ~-------
- -~-- --- .---
--- ,,.._ . 
__ s~equence lends orcler_ to th:~ oUt:1)ttt-.-~-.. -~-~---,-------
- .. ----- ----- -- -,- -~-----
--- ---- --- -
-- - --------------
- . 
. The ste:p~w.i-se n·ature. of the analysis provides t,he need for a 
th·ird inde.xin·g· sys·tem... E:~cti ._of th·e·.- in.it:tal ela·stlc :siope_,s -.on the load-
def lec_tion plo~ ___ !§ ____ p;t;_Q_<iu~~c.l. J}y ~n. ... ~,las.tic. anaqs:.i~s- which .a-lso ~produc·es------------·. -----------·-·--~--- . . .· . . - . -·r- ---- --·-
the unit momen·ts_ a~d axia_l forc-e-s me.ntioned · prev·iously as well as· the 
. 
-----· 
. unit deflect~ons. Each of t!!~~-~----e!.~-£~_s ___ ,,9J __ g.a.ct.a .... mus~t ... Jle.c,~as.s,oc .. i,a-te~---w-i·t-h-·,-· .. ·-·:·c-,~7"e·-,·-·----~=---:·--··- -· 
-- .. c· ·-·c-"c...-'-~· -- ___ ,,.,-_...-~-=-=-----:c--=..-----~---==-""=- - ------··-----·--'-.......,-·-·=:,--,,,..-,.=-·-·"·-· -·-.c:·• .......... -, .. ~·- ... --_ ··="'- - --- --
a location on the frame and with the analysis which produced it. For 
' \ example, a unit moment is of no valu~e: .tinles.s it is known that it applied 




- --. - ..... - .; 
, ...... ~..:~ 
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with plastic hinges formed· at locations· 4 and 7. H.ente, ~:o .subsc.r:iftt~ 
. . 
will be necessary to completely identify unit axial loads, =mom~·nt·s, and 
deflections. The fir_st~s_1.1bs~i.-_i.pt_ will ··be. ___ t.he_ numbe-r -of ---the--l~~--i~on------.-~ -----~~ --- -~-i 
(2 for the above example) and the secoti.d would be a 3 if the =analys.is 
' 
.. c;,f a f-rame with pla.s tic h_in·ges _·c:l~ lo.cat:lons 4 ~p.d .7 is_: the third: .:on~ • 
nece.s.s ity f:Qr the p.r.o.g.r.cl1n. ~o be ·able: to· r_~:f er .to .:P·re-:viou.s- re sult:s, and 
.. 
:·c·onve.t:genc:e :cqttld no.t. be ob·t.a·ined' :in. a _re-~_sopab.le numbe-r 'o~' trfe·s-. Th:er 
:proce.-dur.e. ·ct_do.pted fn. the ,pr9gram could· :be; ~rnptoved o,n. to .. ·.irJc_f"ease its 
ov~r· oither possfbi}i.~i:e-~ ... 
.. This fourth s:y:stem .intr.oµµ;c¢s·: a second $t1rrs.c:rlpt to thg: i.p~:re:-
. 
. -
ment of appl:ied loa.d :Ft indicating ~hich trial number· it· is' a result of.-
(The first subscript refers to the segment of the load-deflection curve 
it pertains to.-) For example, on the first· try at s-atisfying Eq-.· 6 ffnd/ 
. or.,Eq. 7.at ·~ach of three plastic hinge locations, .H(.l.l.)·'· H(Z .l)·~ and 
















', JI(~-. l) wpuld Oe produced,, wh:Lle the second tty, Would result ftt H(l, Z)' i 
1 
~ 
,; H: (-':Z '2)· J 'and 'H 13 ,2 , , and ~ o· on . , . ------s---·--·---c~·-~,---c~-----.-~~:..--. --. ·c-.... ·--. .,,----·,-.,-._,____-.--.,--~..,..--.,· ... --·~--- L .. ..-,-~--"-----'--· ~· _,.,,~.-·---· -·---~-c-. ...,--,--,-~ .. ~,.;,J------- -- -,-- -··-~·- -·· ----,-·. ---------------. --.. . .. - . . ... . -------- -·------...:...--· 
.... 
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. . The· pwgr11m :ts :de:$i..gn·ed. to accommodate mor·e than one analysis 
with ·ea.ch .run so at the -start of each analysis an identifying frame 
number JJ is read in. This numb~r may be __ .~-11Y _ f i:K.~d p,9int Integer. from. 
O. to 999.99. It is used as an identifying number which appears on the 
firs·t p~ae _o.f tlte outpt1t for: ea:c-h analysis. In addition, after· ·th·e data 
:£.or :ti.he la·s·t ·frame to be· analyze·d, a negative frame :number .~h·ou·ld be 
:inclucle:,d·,: Th·.is ,w.ill serve as ·a··-t:ri_gger·to termina.te :the·: run .. 
Ne.x-t., in order th:at th_e p1z,og-ia.m might c-.on-s·t·ruc-t .inte:rna_lly 
;se\tetal :o.f the· ar:ra:.y-s requ.tted .. :b_y· :the .analysis=,; two. more fixe·d .-poiµ.t 
.irite:gers are input. Tite·Y· c:1re. ·the d·e:g.tee . .s_ .of f.-reedom L and the number :b:f 
members NM. (For the example· frame L and N}f. would be 12 artd S: r:e--
internally fo.r matrix op~.t.·:ations: 
.• z. (9) 
(10) 
... 
· ... ·, .. ·· . ·• '. . .. , . ~ . ,_, '· 
:w}le·r.e 11 fs the' n.umbe-r =of .. memb:er :e·nd·S itl t'he·: f:r.ame· and '·N is :the number of 
internal forces in the frame. 
The statics matrix A which relates the applied loads ·on the 
£r.ame to: the in:ternal memb¢r end forc·e.s follows L and mi as input. datc;1. 
The matrix is d~t_e:rrnin~d by knowing that for each degree of~ free,dotn. 1n' 
:Fo:r example (s,Q Fig. 7) the upper left c-olunm top- ,Joint on the 
• 
- . 
····~"~··_·, ~ .·---~ ·---~~ -~":'..,_' ... _:::··-:-~~~-·::!:'""~~'."_"·-. =s,,---·"'·::,·--..,=·.,-c,=c ·c=-.-=-~:-c··="°'"'"'"'-··-----·.c~,..._.,,..,,.,..;,_",c.'CC-'~~--""-,-..'::~=,>'C'=·-·,,.,, .... "O""''"'-"" .. --:,---,------·-c""C''_c"·:.,,, ... ..,.-_ .... ,-_., ..... , cc.·--~-.. ·--·-·:- ...... ·-·.·- -·-c:··--·-·.c:-:·:":. --:-:·:: c·~·-·,··"°_c',c".--"··==.:,.s·o·-""-=-_.,,;._.,, ,,--.,..o-':"'..OC."'<:"-:-C'~~.::::':::""':'.:-:"::==::=::·".o,":_~::_.._·::-:·_·_:::-::=:::-=-·· "=~··-··,;.::.=.'.".:::="~:'.:: ·:-::~=-~---~-·.:. :· 





._ .. .--~'; 
I: F = 0 
X 
!:F: =0.-. 
. . '·y i 
L M - 0 





+ M3 :;(13.) 
Writing e-q,uflrb·r.ium ·equat-:ions simil:ar to-: Eqs. lJ., 12·,, or· 13 for ·eac·h 
" 
_ ... -
------,-------------~-==--=--·~--- .. ~,e··sutt-s-~fn··the --s~ea-Eics.··ma:tr·ix -q_f "'.!':able ,_:l •• ·-- TFi._e ___ s:I·ze- -of th,is matr·tx is· 
u-· , .... ,, - -• • ·•- .. C ,.,.._. -
' 
·T:he. ·devel.opme,nt .o~f 'the s:t-atics matrix fgr ~ ·:non-itectJin_g_µlair 
:f:ra:.me suc,·h· as a:. -g~ble- fr:ame• ts .m;o-re, involved, but :t.he. same: t.e·-chnique:s 
tJ1~. s·tatics. matrix. 
h.e low: 
·.:, 
The four variables·"'required are indicated and defined 
PM= M p 
r 
(14) .,_~· .. .. 
,,. ( - . ----· . ···-·----···-··· -- ------------····----·····"···• .. --. ··-----.. --- ---····-··· -----·--------------- - .. ___ " _ _.,.,--······-·-----·""'··--·----·· -.- " - . -· »··,.··· •. _ .................. ··:········.-··:·-,:··--~--"···---=~::-:-.-'".'"'"·•=,·-c~"'.'."":C".''""'""·=-:c---···--· ,. .. ,..- - - - -~~-- ......... EA~--=--EAl--t-------
PY= P y 
.,, . 
·whe:te. ·E = modulus of· elasticf-ty·, I.= -tn9µie:ttt· .. of inertia, A = cross-sectional 
area, and ~ _= member' leng:th: .. 






A load·set number, KK, is next in th.~ input"data. It is 
"t,::r~·ate.d in much the same manner as was the .. frame number JJ above. KK 
... 
is: used to identify a particular load set .on the output and if it is. 
negative, ·the program assumes there are no add1tional load _se.ts· to/·b.~ 
app 1 ied to the current frame and goe-s -to the beg'inning .. to .-~~e,: i~ tJie·r.¢ 
is, an:other frame to be analyzed. As ment-~on~d. pre·viou:sl:y:, sh,oulcf it 
.e:ti(=o_unter- a negative frame numbe:.r th~~-.~, -i_t w.tll e:xtt: fr-c>m the p.rogr~m:. 
• :·~: _,·. .,,,e,;... 
Following ·KK. is: .a· c-c>lump.: rnatrJ~ CL _x 1): -·of° the --applied loads. The: l.:oa4. 
matrix (PL) fo,r· t.r.1e e,xam.p.te frame· strbjected ·to gravity loads at ehe. 
quarter polr1ts of :the _beam. a~~ :a horizon.tal f:.or.ce .to the t.igh't· (e·qu_a:1 
app_ea .. rs, ,fn. -'Tab.le :2.. Note th·at a:ll poss::fble appli·e_d forces mus:t app~ar: -:ftt. -
the· .-array :·eve--n .if ·tg¢y ha.ye_ no value rot the _g.ive·n load.ing: c.ase-~ 
:.dur.in;g· a s._fng·l~· .tilQ, .with a .t1e-gativ:e i<K a.s 6he final c:a;t·d: iJr the _deck: o:f: 
sets of· .a.pJiliecf loads .. e.a.cl1 is. 'sh.own in,_ Table 3. 
---------=---· -Exper.-ience with the Lehigh--GE2~25--computet lias -1naicated~at a----~- -------
. 
card with "END" appearing in the first 3 columns s:hould be the last card 
.in th.e d_c1ta d~ck. With the large numbe.r· of data c:ards .i;equ-ired for 
·ea·ch analysis, it is quite ·_c-on-ce·iyab-le th~t one may _be lost causing the 
.--o·J· •• • ."'.:,;. ,:. ..,.,,,_ ..-r-, ~·.:- ·--~-.,,_.,~- ,,:-..-• ··-:-'~ _,, .,._c•• ~- -~.o~-:,....,..... ~"'l: -.• -'11-.:r.-~ .-.-.,.-..,, ••• ,-.- -,~, .... - , .,. •. --~ n•o. •: ""'."• • .,.-·,•··:·(Ir~· - : 1 . ,,-: -:,,-:· ::~-·~·-·· ---··-•-·-' ~ ·,, -~----~.,,,._._ ..... ·'·-··•• ., ... L,- • • ... ,.."11 -.. ---- Tl. • ·' -·•- •• -·ir.·- -- -r-• - · ,,..;.,. -~,.-· ·,:ior.,,·-.....-·.;;i,;~. · _·;,;..,..._.- ,.;_ ,.,.p-,'..-.- ·;- ··-,--:.·-· ·--;~,'--" ·•"•-'" ~.....,.. •. -. .~- .•. _.,. · 
-machine to .:re·ad iq_to tbe- ne-x.t· an:alysis. o.r even the next, .p.rogran1 in. its 
."··· attempt to obtain the required ·amount of data.... Encountering~.any ~ard: _ 
. 
. . 
. --·---------~ .:._ :_:_-_ --···· ... ~ - ··--3-----~--- __ --- - ----~·· -- -- ·- -._ - _;..:·-~-. - -~~----""'"!"'-~m- _-.:._··- · ............ ., - -- _,~_.:..._ ... _ - __ • - --- _ .. _ .. --~ ... __ ... - - - - -·-~·~-..":.__ -··::--~--::--~·_:'.'"•·-·~·-,·--~·-~ ... --w ... ~ ____ ..;. ___ ,.. __ "'~'c"""'''"' .... ..,_ .. - ....... ~-!"~..,=~··;~~!'.~~'="~~E~-!'..'-:~".-::·::;:;~.-.~--~·-.,--~--:--~".'..·~:::.-".:'..':='.~""."=-'~~-:.":·:_'···:·::·-=-..: -·--''j""i··--· ""'-·.· .,'_ .. , ... -.C.~ C • ~-·~·.- --•- .. ·--------'-- .... '7. .. ,.,·.-:- · :.C>"·',·,~·-,--·.--. • ·c.-- 'c" ··-.. •c•··---··- ..... 
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In the. ::p·:rep~ration of the data for :alt analysis, care should be 
taken to us-e consistent units throughout. Al"l of the numerical examples 
in this rep:or"t are· lJased on: kips and i~~J:i~~s. !· 
-
- - -- - - - - --- --- - - ~- ~ - - . ... -.. 
.• 
4.3 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Copies of the ·program and .some: ·exa~pl~, 9µ:tpµt:·~: ar·e: .c:ont,ai.ne.d in 
. - -~ 
. th.eir- :~:11t-ite::ty i.n .B ?rtd C. Most questi,t>,~_s _ _c:q_ncernJng sp.e:ci:~'.ic .d:i·.ff'i,~ 
-· 
:cXil·t.·ies ·can· :b:e· ·res.ol_ved by referring to: :tpis a:re,·a •. Howeve.r ,. some·.: g.·e,n-
4 . 4 PROBLEMS 
4.4.1 Storage Space 
The program sto.r-a·ge refgt1-:i._rement:s: :severe:l.y ·ritrtit the ;s···rze o·f 
~l:te;rnat-tve. so.lutiq_r}"s to :this: limita.tioti, a·te, c;1vai.lab·te. 
T·he simplest attd: p~_rhap.s- ir1os·t o·bv.ious. move w_ould be to use a· 
't 
·t.?t'g:¢t capacity mach~ne_. ·However, this is not always possible or des_ir,-
·_~ble. It seems t..hat;: rega.·rdless of the available machine capacity~ =.there 
will alW'ci_:yS· b~ .frarhe-s· of interest which exceed this Capac.it_y·_. 1-ience .. . . . ,. 
!. (. 
>'I. . 





,.One way to eliminate wasted storage i.$ t_q µ_tilize_ common s.tora.ge ... ! .... '.:.:'.-.:=_J';'.::c:: ..... --- ·-~ •. , •. ,,, .. ,r,,c -·---;.·'.·_-~:..~ .. -,, .. ~~-·-~:-:- ........... -.~~~~ ... _ ... :~-.:.:~~a:_-~':,",•'."'...,~-~-""-·.. _•,c--_··-:,---,,c:-,--,-:--7,,:-!_-=--~c,--,,,"""!:-,--·, , ••-::,-,.,_-c ::.,_~.:.::,.;.:, •• ,, .. " c,cicc-:.:"-~ ~._. .. _.:.:,,.,,_,., . .:: . .,::.,.,., .:,_,.~;:.:. ::,c_/ .. ~,:·---,-_::,,..,~ ... ·,-~:c'".-~:,.._.=,,·_.._.;.,,.-·,a-·'~~~~- ·_ . ...,_.. -": ... .,_---.-- ---····-·-c·,- ., ........ , ... -· ·-· - .• ,-,,-~,c-·· • .... ' • ~····-·---·· ........ _., • . ,- ----· ......... , •. • , ........ : • , ..... , • .--·---· .. ·---· ·- ·-, . 
. ----
·otdir1ar-ily-- if e-a-eh----e-£--ew-o- -subr--o-u t-i-ne--s----u-s-e- --a----var·i-able o·f the same name, 
:ft is consider~d -by the machine to be two. ··separate and discrete quantities 
,. 
,i,,; -
tn···e·?,e!h. of,, eh·e stibr.outines. If it i:S .d:es-ired to. transfer the value of 
. -·- -.~ ~- ~"-"*"' 
•'. • ._:...,•,;.-. .- .--'-'-!..:. ... , .••. .-:...~ .• ·- . ..:.c:... ....... -. .:,.._ ••• ~··· ..:. __ .. :-:··:-~· ·:: -~- _.._ ___ , ... '.. . . -._.. ,.,. ·- • • •• ;,.; ,,...·.• • :: •' :• -~"''• • ,,. ... "'"r'. _., "".', 
. 







this variable from one subroutine to the other, it must be listed in 
--
• 
the subroutine call statement as an argument. As a res·ult, althopgh 
both subroutines -~;e_ usi~_g ~h~- same varia1:>l_e 1 two ~torage locatj.ons ~re_ 
required in the machine memory. If this variab-le .. is an array of 100 
po_int.s,. 2:00 locations would then be re=qµireq_. ::B·y listing the variable 
in .fdenttc:al common statements at the beg·inning· ,o:f° ·each subroutine, 




Hen~~·:, bne 1.o-ccft.ion ts a.l.l ·t:hctt .is- ·nece.s·s~:ry· to ~··tcrre; :orte 
... ,.. 
·variable . Th¢. prqgram contain'i~d in th is re·p .. ort u.ses-: niIJ.~i :s..u·broµ.t;:in·es-
The u·s·e, of common statements red·u-ce·:s- its data . . . 
- . - .. ·.• ; · .. - • .. · .. '. . . .. 
Ad:d:i,ti-on-a.i .ec:on9my .ma,.y .. b·e ob:t:a:tned =th:tough ·the: use· o·f magne~tc 
tap·e·~ :• With ·mo.st .in·st:c1:l-la.·tion-.s, :it- is _poss·fble to :s·t:ore- ·s:e:gme.ri:t;:-~ q:f. a. 
:p:togr-am on tape· ·un.t~J :they. ar~ ··calle:d: for by ·other -segnie,n·ts .of .the 
·pr·ogram.. I-t .f·s also, p·ossibl:e ·to store da·ta on. tapes for future u-se. 
. _ .A-l~h~u:gh,, .conce!l.tuall.y: it. is-P-0-s.siol.e-. to 1tse- -h_.atll .· of these mechan.i-SmS- -~ 
s.L~u-lt.a.neous ly to reduce ·s.torage reqt1ireine_nts, most· machines lack the 
·: > 
. _gc1t.a_ .. __ ~_t::_Qt'.~:gg_. _ Ort.: .the GE225 ~ODJ.Pt.tt~r, thr~~- t-=1pes_ a..r~ rl;;~,ed~q to accomplis.h 
·~ : 
i l 
,,, , · this, which, combined witp the systems tape which controls .t!ie prqg_?;~m ____ . f 
llll~' __ ,.,.,.,.,_ _ _ _.. _ _:_,·~· ~· ~- __ :!:°!'.- ... ~Z?~~~::~---.:...·:~"_:,--=--~~-~:__:!_-_:_::_ ~:..-~~· ---·-·----·----_::_--~~-----~-=---==t--=--==-~--~~- ·--~--~--- _ ·-=-_ ··-_- -~ -· ...... " -__ '_. -···-- _ ~-~. ~ __ -____ ~- ---~--~--~-,.,~:~=--~- -=---- ---~~~-~=~:.~-~~-=-~-~=--~ -~-·-_.:__ __ ~-;- ----~-~-,~~-~-- =»~•.,.••>MAO.•"'-·.,.~• -·-~~~-'!:.·~:_~ .... - •• ,_"'.""•••·•·---·-·""""~..._..,..~~~.,~~~"'.:!"...!!'~':~:."..'.":'.:.~":~~-~-:'-_:_"_"''.;_r 
execut.ion_, __ equals .the to.tal tape-capacity of the mac·hi-ne. 
--·-•' ··- ., .• ,, ,• .• 
0 
• 400 0 •• •-- o • _L __ , __ 
-~-
~-
. ·• "'' ~.,..!'--·, .,..,.,,, ..... y-. _., ..... ,.._.~ .. -· .. , 
- . 
2 97. 21 · -24 
.... ---·- .. --- ~---··-. 
..... 
-
0£ the methods used ·to fit a particular size frame into the 
•• . I. . - T 
· s·torage available within a give~ machine, the. above mentioned ones are 
--~-------- ____ ----~-- _ _ _ __ concerned primarily_ wi_th __ making more eff i:~Je~t use _o~. -~ _ma.c!i_!!l-~ ~ll~ough 
" 
modifications to the program and its-use of machine hardware. However, 
it .is possib.le in. some cases to decrease the size of the data arrays 
·wh.t·c:h :(ttust be s.to.red. . If some be£ ore hand knowledge can be obtained, 
. :e-i_ther t:hrot1:t~h hand ealcJ..tlations, another program, intuition, etc. , of 
.. 
the lbcation of .. the .. ·p:·lastic. hinges --in the failure mecha·n:Lstti:;. the loads on 
me·mbers which :are not directly involved in the mechanism ·can be replaced 
;.!71:,=tli. fix~d end moments and shea:~'-:S'. :l'h::i/s ~ ,hy_E?_Ji!11~!:~~:~·l!1S som~ :d.egre.·e.s· 
-~-- -- :··'·"' ~ .. : 
of .. f::t'eedo111., wi 11 reduce: ·the_ size of alt . the: art·ay$ :i.ilvol ved and in~ty 
mean the difference between running a p.r.o:blem- and not r.utiriitrg_ {t on .. a 
t 
pa-i·ticular _machine. 
4.~:-4=.::z:_;~-_=:(!h=ans~.1-~: ·the Order of Formation of Plastic Hinges 
, . 
pt·ocedu·re to satisfy either Eq. 6 or 7 at eac:h Pla·stic hirig.e loca:tion 
on the frame, successive adjustments are ~de in each ·of· the- le.g,s of 
. --~- - -··~-- - ·- --
----- - .·,·"•··c.=·· =·· =============~~===~== ==------ -- -- - --·-----·--· - ~~-- -- -- :-~---r. --_ -
-- . 
the load-deflection curve. If, for example, three: plastic ·hi~ges· .a.re 
present in ·the fr_ame:,_ the first to form. and the· lowest on th¢ load-




-~ ....•... ~···n --~·,·~--~-=~~.~~ ,,~-~----~·--1'ttre·'"~ se"'cona··-1·s~·~irf· ... t1fe·~-co Iuimi·-~~{a -~irieinrier-·-·s·erfs't'ffve~-~t~o·~·-·ax1a'l··;,_.1oa·aJ-~and'···"t:(~'"-·=--~~·-,~~~~,---~·-·· ·--· ··- · 
'"' . . ~ 
------- - -=----------·-. -·--- ----- ---------- .. ··--1. _____ '\) _______ ,~~ - '--·-·-·--------- -·--·--- - ---- - ' . . -- ______ _____:__ - ...... .,.--------~---------- -----·----- --~- ____ -__ .,,........, _________ ·~---- --- -,.-------- • - .. -----·-··--
. ~ the point which is being investig·ated for being the third and next .. 
. -
· - -----· · .. ,____ ·--~_,.,._____ - h·i·n-ge·=~t~---'rer~4& .. ~-'&'°-=·l-ee--at-4-en,·-~w:i:·~h-,,·,,a·,cc-"l~rge=·~un-t=or--remrlnin-g='-=rnffi1f£rrre--'·-· -··--·· ., ____ ,..,,.... ___ .. ,=.-c·!C'.""'"' ... :-"·'c'' 
- -··--·- - ·----·· ···-- -- ---~ ~------- ,. _____ ··----
capacit~, the following is likely to occur. With each trial, the 
location of the first point on the p16t will not vary noticeably becau~e 
of its comparative insensitivity to axial load. The second point on the 
. 
- - --- ----- _,. 





































. ·----·· -·--·------ ------ .. --.- - ·- - - - --- ---- ~--··----- -- -~ - . 
- ---~ - ---
--
plot will however be lowered due to the increasing axial load at its 
location resulting from the third increment of load. It i.s conceivable 
that the length of the second segment could be r~duce_9 :·to: :_ze·r.o or a 
------- - -- ---~~---
- - --- - -
negat~ive value. Zero indicates that plastic ·:h:itig_e Nos. i .and 2· n·ow 
form at·· id~n.tical loads. A negative valu¢ for the secon·d se:~pnent: in-
dicates that now the p.la_st·ic -hinge that previously f;ormed sec.ond :wi.11. 
:form: fir:s t. In other wo·rds, there has been a cl;1ang·e in: the :order· of 
. ·1· 
= ~--f:o.rmat-i'on of the hinges .. , · Thi:s-;. howe·ver, · ·doefs not im·ply 'that ··,i-f ithe 
fr~Ill:~ v,e:re to be tested the pl.as·~-i~ hingets t•iou.l.d f:orm: fn: "th_i$ :IJ..E!W :order . 
,. 
bllt= rather that. the equation .g:ove_rrt-irig t:h·e sec·ond h:.inge J1.ow: i.s satisfied 
.. 
at :a .. '.Lower load .than that which: .sa:tisf·ies· the e·guatlon gove-tning the 
'the solution to th·is d:.i.ff:i¢4lty can ··b:e shown w:i'th- th_e aid :of: r . . 
A,. :s-_; 0an.d C had hee-n -~n-al:y-ze-d:. Traveling. µp the lot1d~·de :Election~ cury~: 
¢iJa::st:·19 analy,se·s of the. frames. to- s_a..ti·s:fy the· :g_over.nlrig equat-ions a.t 









-~--~--~ __ -....:::::;;;:::- -~~---- --- - -·-----··------ -~~~~~-~--~~--
'==========~-=-=-~==--~--=----=--=r=-s~-e~-g~m=e~n=t~=a~n~d~- with the resulting new order of formation for the hinge~, a 
· new frame must be analyze.cl (Frame· E in Fig. 8) . "After this frame is 
-analyzed the regular analysis can proceed using the ·unit va.iues of ·frame.s 




._' it-s.~---=v·- -·-·"--'"U-""•-·'.'i··-·;--~·-..;_~~.A.~.~~-4lld, ... C-- in--.thQ,.,. -usual, --£ amii-00-.----~~--I~--b~t!hance· --the '-secu.nd: .. ~ segmerrc-1ra·a-7 ·-····--,-·•·-s~· -- ~-~ ,, .. ' -r 
• i, I 
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One of ·the major difficulties involved in this procedure_ is how 
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. -· ~ .. . -~ . -- ... - - --- ....... ___ .. . 
record whether or not. i.t has been previously analyzed. This may seem .. 
to·be a trivial problem until one considers that for the example frame, 
I 
with an assumption that four hinge.s would be required in most failure 
·- · ·· -·---·- .-------- ·,-
____ ,, ___ .. _~----------- - ----. --- - . -- .-- ,- ·····---- •. -
~~=~~~=- --.--- -- -- -- ----- - - . -----·-------- --- ---~ - - ------ - - - - --
. I • mechani$ms, the computer could be called on to analyze any of more than 
50 different frames. In view of the st·orage problems mentioned above., 
numbering all 50 would use an excessive number of machine storage 
locations. The soluti.on to this problem would be ba·sed on the creation 
of a column ma-trix: whose ·numb~~ of columns equals the number: of hinges • • 
- L ' 
~Il the failur:e me.chanJ~tµ. (more if the exact number is unknown). Each 
row would rec:9rd th¢ analy~"±s of one. frame. If -hinges formed at 
loca:tion-s 4, 7 :, -and 11 (in order), the first four rows would :be as 
o· 

















. This array .·ind:tcate·s that the ·.f_f'rs:t fr·ame: .analy-~·e:4. ~onta·:i.ne.d. ·Ii.ti· :-pla·stic. 
hinges, the second contained one at location 4, .and· so on. 
-----~ --·----------~- - -- - -----=- ----- -- ~---=---===-==--=-~ -;-- ---==-------=-----=-=--=-----=-::......:-==--:.·...=-::........::::~ ---:....::~ --- --~..::_-_- __ -----=------=-:_:...:_ ______ --- - - -- --------~-- ------
An element by e-lement search of this matrix would determine 
whether or not a given frame had been analyzed and, if it had been, \ 
-
which one ~t was· (first, second, third, or fourth analysis);· Knowing 
. - ,_ - - ~~ ,_,_,.,., .. ..; ..... ' ' . ~~ ,. '-···-·-~- /'. - ' . ... .. 
-- - ------- - ~--
.. - -:. .... --- .. Ii., 
•"~._ ..... "" •• ,••• ,. , .,,_ • ••-••'• •, •• "-•~•UHO•O~..,._,. "" ,-~,-,,~--:- • ,;,·~,.-~,·",,,, ,~.~ .. -,-: •• ,-~,,.,,~,-, -~- ~ -- - ••. ••• , .-,· ~ - •·•-•a•,.,•,~ -, ·,--:: :::-:: ... ~,uJ, '"'"''""' ''"'''~"-·"·" •••<' "" "" -~· > '•" "'' ·"" ""~' '' •• ~ '" ··- ,, ~ •' • "'"•''" <'" •' ••• '""' " 
.. would allow the program t.o locate the unit -axial f·orces, unft ~oments, and . 
. 
'\ in h_inge formation occurs, reference to the above matrix would deter-. 
. ' 
mine if the new required frame (Frame E ~n Fig. 8) had been solved. 
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- - --- -
-
matrix. If" it had been previously- analyzed and recorded the analysis 
could continue i~diately using the previously computed information·. 




. --· ----· -·-· ... -·- ·--··-·-·-----~--- ---···--------···-
----- ------- - -- -
---- -·· .. - . ------~------· ---------··--· .. 
approximately twenty-four locations to record all pertinent data as 
, 
compared to fifty or·~ore locations if all possible frames which could 
be analyzed were simply numer·ed. The occurre·n·c·e of the hinge reversal 
·phet1._ominoti·. incr.eases rap..idly as larger frames .are. encounte-red, and it 
,, ii_~; ·in this. area that the ease of identifying £:rame·s· .with t'his matrix 
liecomes mo:st .apparent. For fra.mes only slightly larger thfn the ex_amp·le. 
frame, the matrix· can, be .e,xp:~c.ted to require less than one-quarter as 
.. 
man·y storage locatior1:s -as t.here. are possibl~ f.rame-.s ·.to be analyzed. 
··- - ·._ -· --· .::. - -
.. ~ 
- ----- - -- ------ --
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- --- ----~-- ' --
. 5. RESULT·S AND DESIGN CHARTS 
FOR THE EXAMPLE FRAME 
. Much of a computer program's value lies in i.~·S. aq·il;f#y· t·o· 
.. 
,perform a large number of computations in a .sh·ort. ·p.e·riod o:f' :t'ime. 
- -





pr:~~r~tll c.oil_ta::tned in this report produces·. -a: ¢.Qmplete load-deflec;tion 
h:~s·tory ·of the example frame under .s9m.e ·pr.escribed· loading in-a1pproxi-
- -·· Iilately 'five minutes on ~the GE22~ :mach.'i.ne. Therefore, with only a 
minimum of ef.fort on the .part :of. _the. tfp.erator, curves can ·be: .deve:l:o.p~_cl 
wh'ich, for a. given frame, will completely predict the behavior of the 
------- - ~~--- ~~--------
------------- --
----- --~---- ~~-~ =.---~-- --~-=---------- --- - ---- -, 
-· -· ·- - ·- - - . 
-- ----~--
frame throughout its range of loading possibilities. The development 
.of such curves for the example fra~~ i~ the subject of this chapter. 
··- __ ..... - - -- -- - --=----- - - ---- ··- -- - -~ -- ·--- --· -- ~ - ------ -- . -- - .. 
- _.__ --- ... 
. - - . . - -- - -:---· 
5 .1 BOUNDS ON POSSIBLE FRAMES 
"a ,_,;",:.' 
If the only limitation. impos:ed. on the qon:s-tt.uction of a f.r.a·me·: 
__ ····.·····.~.··.:LS·. that: ~ it.s. ~ E)me t:!Y mus t:.cc,j:!lc:i.d<E!. wi:th ~that ot the~examp~ ..4-~, ,art 
... 
almost unlimited number of such frames could be ,constructed from the, 
various· rolled steel wide-flange shapes available . 5 However, many of: 
.., - - ...... .... -- . - . 
- __ _.,·_ :·· , .. 
these possible frames would behave in a similar, fashion when subj~.cted: 
-~....;.....__;......_.:-.--·-··-'··· -
- -----.....,......-----~----_.........----------.. ·---,.,..-_.--~·------= ---..-...-------·--.. - .. -·- - --.. ·--------·-----·-- .... - .. ' __ ._... · .... ;,. .. -
-.....~· .. _.-, .. -, .......... ~ .. --,--..-----
to the same .. loading. Therefore, if some bounding cases coulc:l 'be . 
;. •· 
-~C,. " H '• • 
__ ., ....... "' _,.... ... ... ' 
.. ••'"--•··· , ___ , •. -.,, .• ,., . .,, ~•·•, ~~~,~-•••-u•-"""' .-·--·---•-•··-~--~•.·, ~-,-,.,.. ~---h,,,.....,..,,., __ ,,_.,h••--·-•~··-·~-,, •-•• • ,·, ·~-", ,.,.,,.,.,_ •·•••····-·· •-·•• --- -,•-
analyzed, nearly all behavior possibilities could be pred!cted with a 4 
. ··-·· -· 
• .,. ... -..... ,,, __ • -~-· =-~·-- • '--- . ~ • ,••- _ .. ·-~-. ~~:;:'--~~"---~~-•- ~~:_".'.'_'~-~--~~n,•....--::=:".::"~~-- .. ----·--·~f:=-':::"•~--'---!'.-"""'~~,, ..... •__..'."0_C,~~--- -----~-------• _______ __:__ _ _______±___ ..,, _ _,.~-•&,•.>, • ... ~._. ........... .........,.....,._._,.....__,,_:'_'_•~-~-~---=:::.:_':-•. ,••--• ------ • - • ., 
..c..__ ______ ~ ___ _:__ ____ .... .,.. ......... -
_.......... , ....... =-:· =· = 
---- ---""'"min-imum of effort. 
In order to pick such bounding ~ase~, it is··· he.:tp'ftil .to· use s:om.e. 
. 
. ..... r,ar·~me·t.e.J:"S which indicate some_ of the properties of a ·giyen frame. 
. . 
,.1.. . ,-. •• ";-~, ··-···. . ... 
... ' -· ... ,... .. ,. .. ,, 
/ 
. .· ,, '.,,., ,,.1 •. ,- ... , .. _._.,_, ·-~-·~ ·,.,.~,-'· ... • . .-..... -•.- _......,,..,.,., ... _.,.,.--·,-,,.,,,,,..-•j,--•"'-'"-'• ·i,.,,,-.~-~ .. ,----...,..,...·.-4.J:,l.-.•,"·"•"'<'coL >-•J.•''• ,,,,_._/.!, ~.·.·· "· ,.,·,~ ... \'--1'··: • ..,, •• ,.· · ., J ., • .,.~ ,-.. ,-,·-· ',., ·rh•" ••-,..,'-'•' ,.,./ "-'"'-"··" -<~•· ·,•,~.,;..._1·-,,,~;••,..,- .. ,..._,, < .. ··•.-~-· -."'-',•.•••"-..-,~,.. ... -
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.. _: 
. ---
· The first of these is the ratio of the column stiffness to 
6 beam stiffness, G, as shown below 
--~--~----·---· :· 
---------
G = (15) 
where I = the moment of inertia of the colu.mil\., t = length ,Of the C C 
column-, lb = moment of inertia of the beam, -and t • length of the 
. b 
beam. The second parameter is the -,slenderness ratio, -.t/r·--·. where-
• . . X . 
r = the radius o.f. ,gyration o-f- a, se·ctiotl. :~pou:t :its- m.ajo.r· .axi.s._. 
X 
.For most ·.b.~.i-~:!~'-ing frames, ~~ ~-- -~- 'pl~~e~~ _ t~e ____ ~_P1?.~:r -~nd_ lowe~ ___ _ 
- ~ 
-
-1.Jiniti-ng-vatue··s :-of :G·c1t 3 ... 0 and .0 .. 5 respectively. For each of these 
values .of G:., se.v¢r.al combinations of t/r~ for the· beam and. column are-
-.. 
·------------- -- ----- ._ - - -p.o-ss~ible--.,- --lls~in:g: --S:Otne-common-v-alues-- --0-f---t-l-~x-,--F. i-g--.~9~~ep-r~~rt7~$.--$0tn~--~-~ --
-the.o·re-_t:Lcal p:·o.s-sibilities for each extreme of G. 
"· · f.r·ame ,- many: .of ttie pq~s'j._ble_ c·o~b-i'na-tions · of (}, t/ ..r. ·for the :,Soltimn.,, 
--· .. , -_._ . - ·:- :· . ._:_"_ ::------- ----:·· -. - ,,_-,- .. , .. ,- "--..... ,-_ . - -- ·-· -.. . -- - _. X . . . "·' .. , 
and .t/r.. fo:r the b:eam can-riot :be const.ructed,. wi·th. the·: r:olled sh.apes .. - X ··- .. 
- .. 
currently available. For instance, _ for th~ exampl_e -frame .with 
--- -- . --··- -··-· -,-~--·- ------·--
·---- - --- -·· ----------•- -•- -.-- - -----_- ----·------------- _,,. --
.t = 180" 
- ' 
a G of 0.5 would require that 
. and if 
-·-··----····-------- =-l..---·--- --
= 4 I 
C 
.-.. -. ··--·- -- ---- -- - .... -- .. ---- -
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The "Plastid .S:ec·tion Modulus Table" of Ref. 5 sh-ows that there are no 
rolled sec.ti9p.s with rx ~ 14.4 whose moment of inertia equals approxi-
• • . ' 
·' • (, ' 




.. ~-tely f'Qur' .t-inie$· -t.he momet1t ofirie-rt'ia .of any section with rx ~ 6.0. 
(the· :~ecti-ons listed: in the "Pla.stic Section Modulus Table" have b.een 
re~rranged artd listed for convenience in Table 5 in __ ~.:r~e_; gf t~~~t~ ~- __________ _ - - -----·- --------~--- . 
-- - ------ ----·---·- ·- .--~---~------- -
·' Similarly, sever~l other combinations of ~/r. 
X: 
:and G ar~ impo·sslb.le to construct for t·he. exampJe .. J:r,am~ an.d .a·11 such 
.ca:se.s are indicatec!_ __ l?_y~ cro~~_e§_ in tb.e ap_pr·o.priat.~hoxes~_in •Ftg~9------. --· .---·- - -- ------,,,;c-·----··--~- --- - - ---------·-- • - -·-- -- •- • - -- -- •·-•• • -,_c- --cec- ,-----•··-,----~-----
• 
·Frames s.-ati.sfying the conditi:on$ c:·ottE:rsp.onding·· to each of the 
,:r:emaihing boxes i,n. ·Ftg:. 9 can be c;_qn~,tr:tic~ted .and: two: -~-y:ptcal cases are 
indic-a.~ed ,by ~-ir¢les. The :·~n..-a_lysis of these:. :tw.q ·ca:s¢s_ -w"iJ,1 j1rqyide the 
. ~ . ' .. :· . ' 
-




- ----------- ·-----------s. 2 -- RESULTS FOR EACH CASE 
'/?.' 
--1 ----: 
Figure 10 shows the two frames represented by the circles of 
Fig. 9. The case of G = 0.5 will be referred to as the strong beam-
----... ~-...... -._ ..... - --_- .. ,, -:i'~~~~,,,.._-,..;.;_...,.::-,:_o-',•~~ ... -·._,_____.....__ ..... _.,.._~--..-:--..•~.}•.,-..-a ......... c ,.-;.,. 
______ __.._,,--...... -· -
weak column case while for G = 3. 0 the term. strong column-weak bea.n1 . . . . " . ' ' .. . ~ .. . ... , ' - ·"' ",. " -· 
- . 
' .. ~-, ·- -- .. ···-· 
. • It'/.·; 
will be used. The sections indicated on the frames of Fig. 10 were 
-----,~·-,ec.,., ... .,, .. , .. , .• , ..... -.• -"""-""=_,.....-====-···- ----,"-'--'-~-----=-=~~=~~-_ .. --~--"--~··~,·-~·-,.--:---~---=---~---~··--. .· -·~----~· .. -·-···--,,----··--•-"""'··"·~•,--"c"""C~'lt·.c."<.C.' .. ·.•. ··---·- .............. ··' ..... :.... .. ·---~--... ..,... ............ - ..... , ....... ~--··,· ....... ..,, ... , . ...,,.:..=~==cc~·-······"""'"'-="-•=~---=--=--=----"'==..,,,..-"'-"""'"·"''""cec·'".·•·~·•·• 
---~----- chosen-J;?_y_ th~Brocedure explained abov-e--(-E-q.s •. l.5-t-e---2--0~-.=------
-------·-----
. ' 
As shown in Fig. 1 the example frame is assumed to be the· bottom 
st·<~lry :of:'a' six-story frame which results in a s·:-:1 ratio between column 
~-,· .. --- ·::··,•· . ~ .--.•--,_ :·:--:"":.. ~-- ... 
\. 
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~ : 
top loads and beam gravity loads. ~ The ratio of a point load on the beam 
to the side load .. is given by $. For the· six-story frame the side load 
is· given as· a percentage of the total vertical load by 100/12 S. 
=-------_.c:..,.~-----~----.. ----1 
i 
Figures 11 and 12 are plots of horizontal load versus horizontal 
·.deflection of the column tops for· several loading conditions on each 
frame. Each curve ·repre-sents a different ratio of horizontal to 
t;. .. ,. 
vei:tical loadi~g as indicated _by the values of a. .The horizontal load;: · 




II as .. a percentage of the total ve·rtical load, .. is: a·lso,..shown.,. _ 
- -·- • • .... ~· .. - •.•· ,~ •• ' .,., •• _ .... _ T", . 
. : .... - ... - .......... ~.-~-·.-: __ -·:-..:·.~::.. ~ 
.. ,_ .. -___ -_·--=·--·==· == 
:Each point shown on each curve .cor~es_ponds ·to, ·the formation :of 
a plastic hinge in· the frame. The. loc~tlon and o:rder of formation :fot· 
these hinges is shown on the small diagram of the £ta.me at the end of 
~ach curve . The_~_n.tLmb_e_r_s .. lo~_t_ed__next to each__pla£tic ___ h.inge-. indica-t:e . ..----------
the- sequence of formation. 
b~am-wea.k. ·,cqlumn c:ase: ·. :a]):d· :the .c.orr·e~po.nding pre:s.e_nce, of: hEfam·. me;~ha-r1i·~ms 
.. ·- - . . - . - ' ., .. , . 
·fpr the- strong eolumn-wea.k :beain case. The rela:t·ive streor1gths .of the 
beam and column o·bv.iously pla.y a ke.y role 'in the -determination of the 
.. - .. 
----~-·- - ---- ·- --
•--·--•'·•----••a--~----- •·-··--
-- ---- --~---- ------ - . ·- --- . - - :-,--.-;-•--- - --- - -· --- -
type .of f.ai lure mec.hanism .• 
'll 
In Fig. 11 the case of H • 1% ·of. the gravity load was not 
pr9duced by the progr~m. This is because, by coincidenc~, the hinge 
,.....__;,... __ -- -~--·--·---·-----
. ' . 
-----... --.........-,----~-- .. -- ..... ··--·------------··· ·- ... - ....... ,. ...... -'···--·-·'"'-'---·---·- -
- .... -· ------ -· - -- ---- ------ -- ------·------ --------·· ------ -- --· --------- ---- ------ - - -· - ·--- ---
reversal phenomenon of Section 4.4 occurs for this parti~ular ratio of 




·=-.. ~-·-·- , ................... -~~ »-.. -~.~ ·-··-."c,-·-c·-"....._ ... ···-~.:_ . _ .... _ ·-•·-----.. - ~-.. ----·C---- _______ .. _ ..... _ .. Cc ., .. _ ... _. .·. . ..................... __ .. _.. .. .. c.·•.. . . .. ·-... ,_ ... , ..... _ .. _ .... . .... ··-·'·· "'C ·-.. ~ .. ·- _ .'." ·-'''"""i.".:=""'4'--CC.-""·"-·""CC""-· ••.- _.,,c.,,.•-·-·"-"·"c.==.c_ __ --· .. , " ---"'--'Cc • .' =,·.cc I 
-~-~---~ ..~ = 4.16 an-d-~ = 16---7. By in~d-UGi-ag sl-i-gh-t-ly-d-Hfere-n-t-·-va~l-u-e-s'-A-o...,._f--11~il------
than that corresponding to the 1% case, close approximatiqn to the 1% 
,. 
line. co-u.ld. be obtaiped" Howev~r, this was~ .. not attempted for this. figure. 
. . . . . 




•-. _,. ,, --- ---- ·-·. -·-- .---·· . -
:fi .. ,. 
In Fig·. 11 the analysis of th·e frame with e • 16. 7 produced 
some unusual results.· The third and fourth. segments of the load-
) 
-32 
def·lection plot for this case indica·te an increase in frame stiffness 
------"'--,-------------~·------- - -----------------·---- ------~--------- --------------.., ---- -- --------- ---- -
' 
over that shown by·· the second segment. Th.is would not normally be 
... 
-
~ expected because the introduction of each '.$µ·9'~.e~sive· plastic hinge to 
;-
the frame brings it closer to failure .by ·.r.Ennov.itfg _ on·e· ·.de_g_ree of 
indeterminancy. As a ·r.(islilt the stiffness of:. the· frame .will usually 
:be re.duc-ed- wi.th· the fo·i;.ma:tion- of ,,each new pi:a$ti¢ l1in:g~. However, in 
' 
·-· ----~ 
- . - ·-1' .-. 
th-t::s pa·s·~,~ tli-e rtts-ult$· :pr·odt1Ged by the :p·rog·ra.m ar.·e .. correct and the.y 
each of the four segments of the load-deflection plot of Fig. 11 for· 
-
- - ---- ----.--•----~- -- -~---------- -..,_ -- - --= ~~-=------=---------·-· -- -S = 16.7. Because a symmetrical frame subjected to symmetrical gravity. 
loading (W) will experience no si¢1esway, the unit deflection (6_H) at t_he 
G.ol.u~ :top.s· of such a frame is a function of hor·izontal load (~:) only· 
-~~ . .-t$· ·$:h.own by frames (A) and (C) of Fig·:· •. i3. .F.or an. uns,ymme:tr·ic:al 
.frame ... , such as (B) or (D) of Fig. 13 symme.tr:ica:l g-ravfty ·1o~d will ·c-au:se 
' 
some sway. As a result, the· unit column top defl~ction (oH) for such a 
• 
• 
lh=-- ==--=---=---=-=- ==·=--=--=="=-=====-===--=--=--=--·=-=--'-'--- ~---~=-=·---=--·-==~-~--------"--~-~~=~~~ -~ - ·- ---- ---~~~--~~~ =~~ ~----
frame will be a function of both lateral (H) and gr~vity (W) loads . 
r . · 
-
The frames ana:·lyze:d to produce the lower curve: of ·Ffg. l.1 
(S = 16. 7) alternate between the symmetrical and unsymmetrical cases 
.-
............. - ........ ~"'------· --··------·- ....---,..~-"'--~-....... -.. • . ·- .. -~.t-.. "'"'r~-..:..~....:,,..., . ...;7 • ....._...., '. - . ._. • .,;...,.~_ ... : .... - ... --- - . ----. • •• ;_ _______ ~.;. •• ,:. --· .... -·---·· - • . _ _...... _____ ._ .• 
• ••••·•-·•·•--••r••-·••--•·>s•••••••••-•••··-•-·• •••••-••••••••,o••••-••'•••••••-••• ••••••-•••••-•••• •.•-•••••-·•-••••-••••- •••• ••-·•---·•'•••••••••••·-••••-•• ~••-•••••••·-·••,..• •-·--••••-'•••o•••-··-•••••o•••-••••••••-·••,,O,o•n-·•-•-- • ,,J,-- .. -----~ ••••• -•••• ••••••-• •-•••~-• •• -•·•••·--·'"" ••••--••-~---· • • 
._: __ :. -_ - - ..... 
shown by Fig. 13. Hence, only the second and foyrth segment.s __ o.f" the 
-----·--- .............. ·--· ·- ---,-- ----, - - . ,, __ ,,_,____ ··4»----· -'"--'·--··--··-····----~--~--------·------------· ·-- -----·---- --···· -· 
- . ,r·· ·-· .. - - ---- ---- -· ·• ·--. ---- . 




If the relative contt.ibu:tion of W to 6 is, much higher than H 
. - r 
that of It.as would be the ca·se for 'the frame of Fig.- 11 with H = 1/2·%(W), 
' ! 






-·- ··------,-. _- ' 
' . ·- . 
"'· ........ ., . 
.. 
' . . 
·the value of the unit deflect.ion_ 6H' .for the seco11d analysis (frame B o-f 
Fig. 13) would be greater than that for the fiT;st analysis (frame A of 
... . ' 
. -,. 
-Flg·. 13). A flat slope would appear on the H -~6H pl9t. Follow_ing_;=-.a __ ~· 
similar line of reasoning, it can be seen that the slope of the third 
segm~nt · sh·ou:1d incre_a!ie from that of t:·he second· segment, which it does. 
Note that" for the cases of S = 2.08, 2;.78, and 4.16 in Fig. 11, 
" none of the frame·si analyzed are synunetric afte_r: th·e- f:·t-r:$t": .. ~· -·~.Hence, the-: 
·"-'· ' ., .•. . ~• - .; ' ,, . r·: • 
above effect dqea .not appear. 
12'. ·ae·r.~ ,:· howe:vet.-,- the: ef.fect of syrmne try explained a:b·ove ·is· comblned .' • C 
w-ith -another problem. _Th.e failure mechanism for the lower three :• .... 
_____ ___;_:.._-~--..alT"n~atl--y-s=-ec--s=-. -1·.--•s-::--"·-a~bre-a-m~m-e--;ch'a-n-.i-:-sm~-a-n-d~a-s_a_._ -r-esult, the plotting of H versus 
~H is not too indicative of the behavi_or of the frames. For 'these_ 
th-ree c,a·se~:-~ a .plo·t· of· H ·ve1;sus· vettica·l beam def'lecti-o~. woul~ be. -tno_re 
:~-P-t>t.o:p_rta:te,: .. -
.· .... •, -.· 
- -;'- ·. , .. . .:.~·----·-;; .. :.::::. - .. ~ --- :.-..-~·.;.-~:.·.-_ 
.-
- - .. ~. . .... - - -
( ·. 
_. ·---·-.:.··,.·:~------·---·---~---..:. ·--· 
In .suminary, the axial force effect lowers: the val1te o.f the 
load required to form a particular mechanism i.p. a frame _and quite .cifte·n~ 
-· 
w~ll cause the plastic hinges involved in that mechanism to :f9rm in -~ 
different order. If the influence of the axial force is gre~·e enough, 






'I,; .. 1•f 
_::: .. __ ··-·· ---~------~-~--.~ --·~--;7-·-,·-·- .. ·~c-: __ di_e-eed~~by -s.tmple- p-las-tl:~:'. theer'y--:-{ne-glee-tin-g- =flie·-:-:·e~f-ec·t~ -"of-:-axl~r1-:~-·-fcrrcl~------ --··--·-· ~~~-----·~~'."_·::--
.. -.. - --- _ .. -- - . - -- ·- --~-· ~- ---- ~ - . -- u ...... ·-----------
--·' •. ...C--·-·- ~ ··--·- ·---~- , .. ·- ··--· , .............. ------ ... -
···----~·---····~·"·····-----... ··-~~·~·--~------~ .~---·---, .... ,_,_ -·~-~---·-··"·"• .... , ._ .... ,_. -·-- - . . ' '-·- ...... , --··------ -·-----•--,-· -----~--~--·-------~~----·--~---""--.. ---------·~ ~ 
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. . 
Usually the stiffness of the structure decrea~es as the effect 
of axial force increa·ses. This. can be seen by comparing the slopes of 
corresponding segments on each of. two load-deflecti·on :Plots such as those ,, 
.. - ...... -~, ..... -··----~~-· _t ... --·•,-,,.~•- ,j......c<--+ ____ ,....,.- ..... .---,-------· • 
• 
I 
.- ·-----~----···- ··-· -· . ~ '·:-- : 
.. 
. .. 297.21 
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in. Figs. 11 or 12. Again, note tha·t, st·raight lines are: not· strictly 
correct as was explained at the end of Chapter 2. However, the fact that 
in itself ind·i'cate.s that axial force decreases frame stiffness. 
5.3 DESIGN CHARTS 
For any particular frame ge .. ome:try.,. noti-:dimen:sion.al -i.ttt:erac.tion 
curves can be con.s·tructed which :witl ·ail,lpw rapid ·and :~~s·y· design of the . . 
frame 14nde·r J:.ombined vertical an.d. J1.q:r:tzonta:i lq,adi.p.g while. at. th.e 
same time accoun:t.i.n.g· for the :~.~fe.c·t. of a·xial load.~ .F.igute 14 is. .an 
Th·e non.-.. ' .. 
. 
--dim_~nsiona·1 p.-Io·ts. wer~ .·p~oclu·c·ed. by· anc1.l:)tz.in:g the ·twp· boti.ti~:ling. :f·rames -----........ 
._, 
.of Fig. 10· uJ:tder :variou~ ·G,ombina tions pf loadin.g th:rqugllout: .the ran.g(:1. 
o'f :pt>s.s.:ib:·1e rati o:s . ·Th.e 1 imi ting cases: r'or :these 1.oading comb ina t tons 
• 
·or rat'ios are. ·$:·.imp.ly the case of n.o. h._0ri.2r9t.1.ta·l ·t.or,ce (H = 0% of W) 
·which p:roduc.es· the ·simple beam mec·hani.~iti: lo.ad. and ·Secondly, the case 
:of :_rt.o :ve:rti:cai force (S = O) which pr·odu·c·e:'s: t:he sitnple ~way mec.han:i·s.m . 
-. ~--· · ·~- to.ad .. . Al'l other failure mechanisms ·,will b~ proGluced ·b.y s:ome ·c:C>mbinati9n 
:,, •. ·---,·---··-····· ·="·-'- . -
:of l.oad.s.· b·e.:tween these ·t:wO ,ext.reme.s .. 
For each of the analyses within the above rang~.,- curves simila·t, 
···load for each curve and plotting non-dimensi·onally one-half the vertical 
" 
. ·sway mechanism load results in the curves of Fig. 14. The curves of 
.. Fig. 14 inclicate .the interaction between ·three quantit>ies: the lateral 
load, th.e g·rav.ity :l:oad, and the sect:to.il propertie~i o·f .ti:he sec.tions 
···- ..... ..,;;,.-.-. ·---.- .. .., .......... ~.,-· --· ;;• ___ ,_.; .......... -... ··-~--~ - , .. _ .............. --- - .... ··- ,-.------ _...__..... --
• 
.•. .. 
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used.- w·ith this plot a .knowledge of any two of these will allow the 
.. 
determination of the third. If one of the two known quantities is 
the frame section 
----~~--:-;------------~~~ ___ ...,_t_he procedure is f direct one. Knowing 
the section properties, G can be computed and consequently the proper 
. I 
:;.. 
curve in Fig. 14 can be picked. Either H/H or 6 ~ H/P can be sway y 
computed from. the value of the known load, depending on which load • 1S 
known. Hence the -point the plot which indicates the • load on maximum J: 
,. 
the frame can ·sus.tairi "is defined by 
1
the :fac=t that one o·f_.,its: c:oordinates 
.is known and it 111u.s:t lie on a given curve•: 
loads -and _picl<:lng some trial section allows the proper curve- (v~l.qe· p·f 
:o)· t.o :be c·hos:e·n: an<i the coordinates of· the: point defined by :t·h:e;· lcia.d::s 
·to be· =dete,r·miried. .The .relative loc,ft.ions of the point and the -c·ur.v,e 
:indicate -w.b.e:the·r· the i:ri_a·1 frame has- .any re-serve strength and if: so, 
how much.. Wlth: -a -Small number of tr:~c1·ls ,. i:t i:S.· ·possible to pick 
sections which will cause· the point defined by the loads to fall ver-y 
near the limiting curve. The closer the point falls to the curve the 
more efficient the frame will berunder the given loading . 
• 
\ 
The curves of Fig. 14 can also be used to predict the type of 
failure mechanism and the order of formation of the . .el~~-~1:c_-.. h;_!}_g_~--~-J.~---~-~----------..... _______ ,,..., ______ .:...~·- ---~;.-;,,- • . ...--~----··-- __ ,..-- ... ,.. ____ .. . . . .. • ... -- .... ~---T"·-----·•,-• ·~ ... _.. .... - ... .------------ ...... - .... :; ......... -___. •. .... , ... -- ...... ,-,-------... -.....-----._ ...... .,.._... "" -
-
each case. To do this it is only-_ necessary to refer -back to the load .. 
I deflection plots which were used to produce the curves of Fig. 14. · . . . · 
···- ·- . .. _ . ,.. , .. ,. ............ .. . .. .............. _ ............ , 
..... ,. ···-- •. --,· -,: ·.-,--·cc·-.c ·c="'"" c- .. :-c-,····c"'""'"~~".'•=::.··=····'-~'o·=c---c.--''"""'"-c··.&---- ..... q,., ,··_, ~- --- - - :···-.. ·~~-~·~·:::...:••_·...,_· ... -.... .. "'."'-.- _:_: __ ...:___.~"-'- ·--. : .... ~-~----··- --- --··-- ·•. -- ...... ·- . ' '··.- .. '•• . . . _· -- :-~-· ... :-·.-- . _-_ '_..... . . ··'. _ ............... ·-.:-:.:":'"~:.:· ----~'.""-".:.'.'"'~·:-::...7~·~·-~::..--·~~-·:·-_·_-..'.'::"""."""~·7':- ....... ,. 
\, 
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. 6. S _·u M M A R Y-
r"_· 
A method -for analyzing frames to determine their elastic-plastic 
load-deflection. he-ha;yior has been presented. The method accounts f:ot-: 
the weakenipg ¢-tf.:ec:t .of axial fo:tce on the plastic mo~ent capacity .-of the 
. members~ . $0th ithe- method ·of ~nalysis and the computer program which. 
wa_s d_eveloped. ·to pe.rfotni: :i;~ a.re based on a method and a _computer pr·ogr~m 
d'.:ev.elopeci' by Wang and ·Ha:r-t.1s:·on which neglects .this a0xial force effect: ... 
The basic difference. betwe.en ·the tw·o rneth.o'.d·s lies in the fac·t that: an 
As. a resu::.lt' ·o:f ·th-e. ·non~ 





--- - ·--- -- ·-- -- ----· -- -·-· - -- ---~- - . - ' .... -. -·-· . ·-- . -·. ---, ·- -;-- - •., -- . . ·-:-:·~---:.-· .- - ----_.-·---- -- -· ··-- __ -_ .. -;". ·-.-· <--.·" ····.-,.- .. · :-- -
.Ii:i: .or.d:e.t to u:se the reported P.rog_ram t.o an,a.:ly_z.e a frame:.,.· it 
is= .il~:C~:s.sa:t_y t.o· s·.y.-stema.tize· ·the various. gr:oups· O.t fnput info.rmatlon 
th.at ate ,:need-e.d in :th.e course· of. the analy:_$is. The methods and systems 
;, 
u .. s·e<l are explained :in ·C.hapte=r :3 and: exemplified in Fig .. 6 a·nd ~ppendix 
c=.. T:y.p-icat :progr~m. outp.ut ~s also :given :in Ch·apt~·r -~-- ~.1.1<;I ·a1t e~amp·le 
·, 
r'.un: .is t19n_t~in:e:d 'i1J appendix C. 
:: 
• II 
, ..... ·,. The two basic problems encountered in the· use of the program ... -· 
-- _ _ -. --- ·---~-
----~--~- ·--- __ ,_ --- , _ " -- •. --1. •. - --- -·-·---;--··----- "• _ .... ------c -· ·- . ------· - - - -· ---~-~ ·- -·· ·- --~- ---· · -. - ~ · - - - - · - _.,_ -- --- -------;-~~ ------~-. ,;;;-~~---- ~--~ -~--~ ---------- 0, - ----
have been. discussed. They ·are: (1) Storage capacity, that is, how to 
.......................... " .•. '"""'"···"-='''"'""·,=· -· -"''(·==-..........~······· ... · .......... . •.·.:: ...... ,· ,. -·1' ...... ··.· ...... , .......... '..."C'.-="c:::-.-,,-·cccc:-"=--.. ·-.,,....--···e-·-·---·;·--.. ·---. _ .. _ .... ~-·-··········•---- ....... _ ..... _ ........... ,.~.~····:" · ..... \- .· ... _ ...... · · .' .. ":.·· ·· · .. " .... " .................... · ·• · · · .,-A ..... · · · ... · .. · ......... ·-·- .. -···-- · - -~- ·-- · ·- .... ·· · ·. ·• .c 
· make efficient use of available machine capacity and how to. :mod!fy a · 
given probleiij so that. it· requires less· space in the computer .• 
(2) Ch~11:g¢ ... in ·the ·.o.rde·r .of formation- of p.lastic hinges during: :ana.{ys_i.§':~ 
;: 
0
-..,•u: · · · . '·;· .. < ... •',,.,·,_an···,· '' • •' .. :». ;,.~ __ ._..,.., ~-~"4 
[)..., 
:;~-:.- · ... ,.,· .. ,,:,-· -'',, .... :•. ·.' . .'.'.. ·,·· ~-.: ·•;·,·.·,: :1·.,( 
1'.:/' ::~ 
. ~ .- .. _ ,. _ .... 
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The solution to the first' difficulty consists of program and· 
input d~ta modifications discussed in Chapter 4. The second prob_lem,: 
that of hinge order reversal, arises from the trial-and-_error procedure 
employed by the program. A detailed explana.t:ion and solution have been 
presented in Chapter 4. 
The results of several. analyse·s ,and so;nu~: :pos:$iJtle Q.$'.~f$·: for the 
program in de-s.fgrt :h·ave been presented... .1:n .. ·pa:r·"t:$cti.la.r, a .,method .for . . . 
producing ct. s·eriei~ o.£ · C:urves for a. ·gtveri ·frame which show,, .. t:he tnter-
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7. NOMENCLATURE AND PROGRAM SYMBOLS 
Text 
A 
n ... . 
















The increased capacity of the point in question. 
(The x-axis intersection for th~ str·aight {in~ 
-
1 
, cipproxima t ion to the' interacti:on- 'f or-tnµla) , 
n·ummy variable used to read pas:t µ~wanted sections 
on tape. 
Array of unit moments :f.o.r. :~a,,¢Jl ,~·Jas::t:':ic frame 
.. 
analyzed. 
~rray ·of. unit axta·l lottd$: ;for. e.a-~::h:- elastic fr~e 
analyzed. 
Temporary· storage array f:Q"t' :on~ :C·.o·lu,:nn: P:f 'tn~· 
matrix ASAT. 
Matr.·ix· A times matrix S ti~es· m~trl~ A transposed·. 
Sub.routine which adjusts the sfif'fness matrix to 
.a.ccount for the forma·t.ion of the: last plastic 
··hinge . 
.A.TX Arr.ay used in the c·omp.u.ta·t'i.on. ·o:f· th'e. p.las.t:'ic J:1inge 
AX 
rotations.· 
t.otal axial load· at some point--_dpe to :a-ll :±n·C't'eine:rtts:· 
of load on th.e frame. 
B ·intermediate- variable (no gener·a1 definition). 
BB The axial load at the point in question which results 
---·--·------'--~.....:..·. -=-·· ~--·,-· ' ~-··. - ·-"""--..........._---'-·--
from _previous increments of ... lQ~d on the structure._ 
Intermediate~riable ·(no. general definition). C 





c-~c···············---···--·---c···...,---c•: .... _...~.-=-~:f--·····'-·•.-,-ec-c-:·:·-.:-c::--:·,:.:""'""--·:--,,."""'·"~··,·GG--····--,······-,··,-,_•·:---'.C...., .. ~he---·"aX·i-a-l····"l-ea·d····=a·t·"···t:he---··,·E}'.t"'ft01?--·in-·cfu-8--&t'i~"·.:,W~ieh-0 ---re ... s.u..l-'.t&·-«-·•···-·-·-···,,;., .... · ...:---··,·:---·--- ., 
•. 
., ~ l - - :-"•· 
fl 
from increments of load being·applied to the 
structure after a plastic hinge has formed at 
the point. 
... ... ., ": .. 





- -- -- -- ---· - - -·- -. -~.-:-; .. - - - - - --·----·--
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Program Definition 








Reduced plastic moment capacity. 
------An array of the deflections in the frame at the 
formation of a plastic hinge. 
Identical to CX. 
Intermediate variable :(no general definition):. 
Subr'outine which inputs new frame data. 
The :moment in.c;lu_ced at the point in question due to, 
.,-· -'-'\.~-- _i, .~•,. .• ·r . 
pre.v_i-ous increments of load b~lng applied to. 
th~ s·truc ture . 
. $uh.routine which comptftes the increment of load 
~equi~ed to form the next plastic hinge. 
·---------~---·-· 
DM .A-r:ray used in the ·poirtputation of the plastic hiQ-~:e. 
EAOL 





. Modulus· o·f :ela.sticity • 
Matrix. which stores the \r:alue .-o.f: ·Jt-A/L. for ea-ch 
f.rame member. 
·The :Qitit moment for the :po,filt ._in,. qtie:$:t:·ioh f·o;t th.=:i-s· 
. 
. 
'in_crement of lo·ad ~-
:~i::.io of column .. · stif.fness. ·to: bearn· ·st:i{:f.f"ne,s:s. 
A. function of the: ·unit axial lo.ad for·· this-. ~increment 
at the point in ,q~e.stion. 
Hori•ontal loAd~-
Sway mechant-sm Loaq, • 
·C:o_unter . 
·Moment. of inertia .. 
-~ 
P·oint being investtga·ted for _being the ·next :h:ing¢ to 
----- -------- -----
-
------,-- -----· . -- -.-...--~,.,..;...".1---...... .. ---·_-:-___ .... .. ·-. ~"'"nra'~ ... ...,.. ... , 
·····- - ~. :_,;_ ... - .. •-. --- ; . ·-·~·-·- • ·- .•..•• ·-·-'>-- -- - . --
form. 
- --~----- --·--···· -·-. -
currently assumed to be forming .. 
ICYC Cycle number in the trial and error procedure used ·to. 
find the next increme-nt · of load. 
.. 
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Text Program _D_e_fi_n_i_t_i_o_n ____________________ _ 




·-.L-··_ . . . 
M,a 
N 












, • .q?f' 
Switching _parameter which controls whe_re ____ the_mai._n_ ----c-~----,,--,,~ 
program goes after ~ontrol leaves a subroutine. 




Number of the point currently under investigation. 
Tape number. 
Tape number. 
Index which controls the printing of intermediate 




:l<.K.: ,,~ Load set number . 




Degrees of freedom in the frame . 
Length. 
Subroutine which. input-s the load·s·. 
Subroutine which picks the next plastic hinge. 
- ---.----·· ,·..,--·-" ,.-...... . ·~ .... ~- _,_,..-_.,, ... ,~.~- ..... 
LPl Frame degrees of freedom plus one. 
M 
MATRIX 
Twice the number of members in a frame. 
Subroutine which performs an elastic analysis of a 
frame. 
MM One leis than twice the number of members in a frame. 
N Thr~~ times the number of members in a frame. 
"''-:'."'":''-··~--~::-_--:-:-.-·:-:~: __ ,-_, --~-----~-'"".":"'"'NJ:lr~~=--=$:··---NH-:-····:·-:-·-. ---~---- ··N,Imb~'r" of. frame· members.· ··.·· .... ·-··- .. -."·· :_·" ... e, •• --··-·- ~-------.. -.~-----····~:-=-'~·-·--"-,.-~~-·-··"'."':'".Ii 
·NPASS Switchini p~rameter which causes the stiffness and :: 
statici matrice~ to be printed at the beginning ~ ! 
-,_,,_.__,,...(t, ""'"'''" --, ................ _ .. , .. c,:c·•-e=co: co,:,,·•--· .. ,,_~ ......,-•·=· ._,,._..=-.,,,..,,~_.-,..,,~_,,,-._cc-:,•.c-_ c __ . ·..,... ..... ' . · _ ...... ·--· ... , .. '( ........ _ ........ " .. ·"" ..... ,. -... "" 
· · .. · · ..... · ............ · ·_ -·- •• · -----· - ..,.-=" L=-c=-=-'"'" · ... '.:'""' "- · ·.· : 
· of each new, f:rame analysis. 
NPH 'rhe number of the location where the next plastic 
hinge occurs. II 
'I 
'" 
•'·---··· •-·• .. , --a• .. •'",• .,. -•·• ·· • ·--· ~ ,.~ .1-r .. • • ,•. • ··- • • .,-_~ .. ···- ·:· • ··: >•,• -
.. 








. P ,. 
-~I-ta 
Subroutine which prints out a table of informat·ion· 
summarizing the conditions in the frame after 
·-cne--f-cirmaciori -of eacn -plastic li irig-e . 
Increment of load . 
Subroutine which computes and prints the .in.t:ernal 
r.o,ta~ipns undQrgone by each plastic hinge at 
c .. ol.lapse load. 
PL Ma-trix of the applied loads. 
PM· Mattix· of 'the plastic inomeri-t ca.:pac1tt:e·.s 'for· aJ_·1 th¢_ 
fr·ame -members. . ' 




_ Final .. computed loa:d re·qu-:Lred· -t:o _:f\orm· .a .plas~ic hinge 
.at· some loc-ation:. 
'Ma-.tri--x which st.or·es. the value: of the load· t·o· form .. - . ··-.. . . . . . . -. .. - '· . 
a pla·stic hinge ·at :s·om¢ location for. e:ac-h. o,f' 
several tries. 
·Mattix of the yield loads :for· all frame membe.rs .. 
BAX A~:ial load at a point due t.o loads -a_pp.lied. to ·the 
RM 
str.l.lcture after .a :PlB:St:_i..c hinge- -fo.rms_ :at: the 
;p:o:int·. 
J:nc;luced moment a..t a po:inf •. 
RR Axf.al load at a poin_t -d·ue to pn:e iticr:¢.me,nt_ o.f 1:oad, 
·4P:Plt"ed after ·a p·l-a:stic Qt11g~ a.pp~·a:r·s a:t the 
-- - ---· ---.'. .. ·. --- ----- - . 
-~,~--t--. 
--- . --·- -- . .. ---- . -
r· 
··x·· Radius of gy·ra ti-on._ 
;,;· 
- :RZ Mome:nt induced .at a point due to. o·ne·_ inc:t;.¢me;:nt cif 
loa·d .. 
.. S-
_S:t:i.,flne s s- ma trfx. 
- ---...l------··· ·- ... - ----- - :: ·.-,-- -..,-· • ....:...:,,-... !" .. '·" ..... ~-·- .-•• ,.-..:. ........ .....:...:- ..... _ ....... ~..---~-~ ,:,----.-....,.--·. ---.: •. ----- ------------- --··-----·---
.. 
SAT .Ma;trlx $ times. matrix A t.r:~,nspose d • 
' - ...... , ·- '--·-- -· - -.. : .. - . .. .. - ', 
SATl _ Temporary storage array for· one column of·· the 
,, .. 
:...: 
--·-c:_ .... _ .... b . ._ . ., ·c . '___ ---- ---~-;"-'·- -::--=. --=- --. ..,._.,_0 '-'"·'"---· .•-=:,,•_:•.'c,,, .• ., : •-,;c,:-:.,_•c ~-.,....--'="'"'"'---~- ..... . ,J._ --"- .... _--c,_·_c--_=,llla,t.r.ix..,...___SA! .• , .... -._ .. ~,---·--·--,·---,-~·--:•---,,.-.,c--:,-.-.C"·-l,---,·-·-·.,--,.,..,.-.,.-=-·=·.,......,.,.=:._-,_,,..~,_;_..,._., ..... --_-""'"'""-"'<""""'""=··"~·-_._-=,_.....,....=,...-"--:0;~_,···-""'-""'--__:.~,......,_;:,....!..,.=- .·- --- -- - ·- - ---- ~--- -···: ........ . 
-,;.·· 
.;· 
SAX Axial load at a point-due to loads ap,plied_ ;o the 
structure before a plastic hinge forms ati<'the. 
I 
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•... •' -· ... . '; '\ _:_;_~•- .'. ', - ,; 
Definition 
Intermediate variable (no general definition). 
' -
Intermediate variable (no general definition). 
,I 
Ma tr ix wh ich--S-te!!e s t-he--v-a-l-ue-of--E-I-/-1:,-- for each ____ _ 
frame member. 
Axial load at a point due ·t-o one increment of loacl 
applied before a pl-as·t . ic h·Jnge appears at. t.be: 
1jo·int. 
Tempora:ry variable name., 
-42 
., ~ 
Sub,ro.utine which· compute:s ·tl;i.¢: ti-nit: defle.c.·tfp:n, · tnome_nt.s.:; 
-:and axial loads·'! 
Arr.fl:·Y· of unit def:lec.tloris fo.r e:~ch :e last:ic: ~ frame 
analyzed. 
. v:~r:t.ic:a 1 .io.ad .. 
'.Th·e :r..atio "Of ·.a be·~m p:o.f.nt load to ,th)~ ~.:ide l·o.ad. 
(F:o-r- the: example_ fr:anie) ,· 
·H·o:i::.i:zon.·ta 1 de.f lectlort·. 
Ur1tt· l1oti.zont·al. d~f:l,ect:f.on ... 
.,_. _____ _ 
-.:.. . .,,.:...... . 
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TABLE 2 MATRIX OF APPLmD LOADS (PL) 
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TABLE 3 -SEQUENCE OF INPUT DATA I 
INPUT ITEM(S) 
Frame No. 
Degree of Freedom and 
number of members 
Statics Matrix 
Section Properties 
Load Set Number .. 
Load Matrix 
Load Set Number 
'·---i:. 
Load Matrix 
Load Set Number (negative) 
Frame No. 
Degr~e of Freedom and 
-number· of member·s ---
Statics Matrix 
Section Properties 
Load Set Number 
Load Matrix 
Load Set Number 
Load Matrix 
. 






























........ •\ • • ·- • - .... ~ ••. ,. • ,,, . ,.,. ' ....... """" .... I!.~ ..... , ' .... ' 
KK 
JJ Frame No. (negative) 








2 I 5 
7 F 10.4-
4 F 10.4 
I 5 
7 F 10.4 
I 5 
7 F 1.0. 4 
I 5 
I 5 
2 I 5 
7 F 10.4 
4 F 10.4 
---- I- 5 --
7 F 10.4 
I 5 
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TABLE· 4 PROORAM .OUTPUT SEQUENCE 
ITEM 
1. Frame Number 
2. Statics Matrix 
3. Member Stiffness 
Matrix 
4. Load Se-t Number 
5. Loa·d Set 
' I 
COMMENT - --·--·-·-- - --- - - ----- - -----·--···---·-·--- ---·-----·-·· --
Printed on the top of the first page 
for identification purposes. 
Listed for reference and checking (to 
insure correct punching of input data.) 
Created internally from section 
·properties. Listed for reference and 
checking. 
Listed for identification. 
Listed for reference and checking. 
The following four items are repeated in sequence until 
the failure mechanism is formed. 
6. Unit Deflections 
Unit Moments 
Unit Axial Loads 
Produced by each elastic analysis 
of the frame. 
• •- - · •. - -",- • - " ... : - -•& • -·•- • ··• 
.,,...-:· 
. --·· - . :. :: - -
-·.·--:--· u--.:,-.•~-,,~-:'-"'.:,'.,.._,. ·•• ,_ .. 
' 
7. Number and locat-




Values of each load increment for each 
trial, as well as the totals for each 
trial are. also output. for examination 
here. 
The total moment, ~c' ~' axial load, 
Py, and the ratio P/Py are listed 
for each member end in the frame. 
The value of the deflection for each 
of the "L" degrees of freedom in the 
frame is computed and listed . 
After the failure load is reached the ~.<?.J.~~wi~g item is 
10. Hinge Rotations The internal rotations undergone by 
each plastic hinge are listed. -~ . 
If additional load sets are to b~ run, the output begins 
again with item 4. If no load sets remain, but additional 
frames do, item 1 will appear next. If nothing remains to 
be run, the machine will exit from the program. 
. --· _, ·- - -,-'- ~-· -- --- - --- . . - ' . - . ~ - - - . . . ·- .. 
·- .. ··:;·--· 
- - - ... 
-46 
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' ISTART I 
I 
CALL DATA 








-(READ IN LOADS) --
I 
~TAS THERE 




- (PERFORM AN ELASTIC 
' ANALYSIS OF THE FRAME) 
COLLAPSE 
' 












(COMPUTE UNIT DEFLECTIONS, 











































(FOR EACH PLASTIC HINGE, TWO PASSES 
THROUGH DELTAP ARE MADE. THE FIRST 
PASS COMPUTES THE LOAD REQUIRED TO 
FORM A. HINGE AT EACH OF THE 
RE:MAINING POSSIBLE HINGE LOCATIONS -
IN THE FRAME. AFTER THE LOWEST OF 
THE SE : LOADS HAS BEEN PICKED, THE 
SECONO PASS REPRODUCES AND PRINTS 
THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS. ) 
FOR THE NEXT HINGE 
DOES THE ORDER OF FORMATION OF THE 












(PICK THE HINGE WHICH WILL 1----_..:-




(PRINT A TABLE SUMMARIZING THE 
MOMENTS, AXIAL LOADS, AND THE 
DEFLECTIONS AT THE VARIOUS 
FRAME LOCATIONS.) 
CALL ASM 
(ADJUST THE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
TO ACCOUNT FOR THE FORMATION 
















A'PPENDIX B PROGRAM LISTINGS 
PAGE 1 
----------··-·--····--"·-----------------c-oMMON A, S, SIJAT, e·AOL, PL, L, N'M, M, 
1JJ, IH, Il1, JT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, TEMP, 
2182, AA, BB, cc·, DD, EE, B, SB, Da SC, 
N , MM , I , J , . K , NP ASS , K K , 
KZ, IXZ, IPT, IA, ICVC, 
C, GG, SAX, S~, RAX, AX, 
·.'.I. JRR, RM~ N~tda CAlfo ~oPV~' CPMo iNDelCo IX 
EQUXVALENC@ [A[llo A5Af[1Jo AMt11ln [Al16~J~ ANC1JJ, tS[295J, DMC1 
1JJ, tSf309lo AT~[1JJ, 2St1Jo SAT(1JD UXC1Ja PVt1]J, [Stl~J, PM[lJJ 
2• (S[381]oPT(1lJ, [S[49lo XORD[1J]o CS[57Je P~l1JJ, lSl71JD P[1Jl, 
3 [ s ( J 2 3 ' 0 C )( ){ [ 1 ] J , r p L t 1 ] () e M [ 1 J l , t s DA T [ 1 J O C lt t 1 J ' s A T"l [ ; J , A s A T 1 t 
41JJ 
DIMENSION A[15,21J, St21a21Jo SDAT[7J, EAOLC7Jo PL[1~J, PMl14J, 
1PY(14lo CX[15J, CM[14lo SAY[21,15J, ASAT[15,16l, PP[;4l, UXt15,8J, 
2SATX[2llo AM[15,11J, AN[15,11J, I0RD[8J, Pt8,40J, PTC4UJ, DMl14J, 
3 AT)( [ 14 '! o : C X ~ [ 15 J , SAT 1 f 15 l , AS AT 1 t 15 J 
90 CALL DATA 
GO TC ~99a S1J,tND~x 
87 CALL LiJSEY 
GO TO e 90; 91],IN~EX 
91 CALL MAYRXX 
-62 
j, 
-GO TO t 90, i06, 
! CALL UNDEffL 
11,JND&>t ~--·.- ------ -·,--~-- --- --~- .·,--_ ---·-·-_-·----·----.. . - - -· -
GO TO e100; 106, 9~J, INDE~ 
10r! CALL D~LYAP 
GO 1'0 e 9a·; 99,108, 112, !7], INDEX 
10~ CALL L6WESV 
GO YO ~ 10!, 100], JNOEX 
112 CALL ourpu, 
CALL ASM 
GO YO 01 
10~ CALL P~R 
GO YO @7 
9e PRVNY 96 . 
te roRMAT [48MNONSENSE TEST RISULT··~-~ INDEX VALUE IN ERROR, 




---• •• ·•- -·----••• • • - •• ·• --··. • --•- • • • • _•• op ' •. :" < • •• • • ".~· 0 '"' • ••-•-- 0 '.," • • • • ' '. • • • •', • ·-· _ _, __ ··--- ---' . --. . . ____ ·-----·--. ·-· ----·--··---------,·--·· 
·' 
.. '· 









. -· .. --- . ._., --~-- - - --- - ··-- --- -----











COMMON A, S, SDAT, EAOL, PL, L, NM, M, N, MM,. t, J, K, NPASS, KK, 
1JJ, IHo 111, lT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, TE:MP, KZ, IXZ, IPT, IA, lCYC, 
2IBz, AAa BRo CC, Dr,, EE, 8-» SB, D, Sc, C, Gn, SAX, SS, RAX, A)(, 
JRR, RMa NPt=:to CAX, POPV, CPMo INDEXo II . . 
EQUIVALENCe [ACilo ASAYCiJD AMt1lls [A[166J, AN[1JJ, [S[29~], 0Mt1 
1]], (SiJ09~, ATXf111, rS[i~D SATt1J, UX[1lo PVr11J, tSC15]s PMf1JJ 
2, CS[3e1JoPY[1ll, tSt49Jo XORD[1lJ, CS[57Jo PP[1Jl, lSl71J, P[1Jl, 
3lSt3231o C~X[1JJ, CPL[1lo CM[1Jl, tS0ATC1lo CX[1J, SATl[lJ, ASAT1t 
41 J l 
Dl~ENSiON A(15o21ls St21oaiJ, SDATC7la EAOL[7], PL[1'J, PML14], 
1PYr14lo C~P15], CMf14J'o S~Yr21,15]o ASATt15,16J, PPtl•J, UXt15,8], 
2SATX[21lo AM[15,11Js AN[15o11lo j0HD[8], Pt8,40J, PTt40J, DM[14], 
3ATXC14,q CXX[15l, SAT1t15Jo ASAT1t15l 
~ . 
RcAO TME FRAME NUMBER, EXIT I, NEGATIVE 
9 READ 1!, ~J 
1:! FORMAT [I51 
rr tJJ! es,5,5 
88 I N-t,EX s 1 
RETURN 
, RE~IND 2 
REWIND 3 
REWIND 4 
- . - - -···-- . -·-··• -~ - ..... --·~----•-- - --:--;~-- ~ - ; ·------~ -~- :: - ~-~ ·; ··- ---- ·-.'.-.---·-,· a---~-.-··-· · · · •, 'i;-·-s;- •~·---;·~,- .. _ - · ·•.•·· • 
REAt DEGREES OF FREEOOM AND NUMe~R OF MEMBERS 
REAC 23, 1.; NM 
23 F'OFiMAT [2113] 
"4 c 2 • Nfi' 
N = 3 * Nt-
MM II M • 1 










~EA D 3~ o .. C t A [ I , J l , J • 1, N l , I • 1, L l 
35 FORMATf7r10,4l 
RbAO EllL, PLAS,1c· MOMENT, EA/L, AND PY FOR EACM MEMBER 
CO 166 I • 1,NM 
I< • 2•! 
READ 1g7, SDATtll, PMtKJ, EAOLtI1, PY[Kl 
PY(K"1J :: PY[Kl 
166 PMt~ 0 19 ~ ?~[Kl 
16? FO~MAT~~r1no43 
WRtTE ~APE 2o[[Atl,JJ, l• 1,L],J • 1, NJ 
~RITE YAP~ 2o[ PM[IJ, 1 • 1, Ml 
~RtTE ?APE 2Dt PVftJ,· I• 1, M1 
WRITE ?APE 2D[ SDAT[IJ, I • 1, NMJ 
WRTTE ?APE 2,t EAOLCIJ, I• 1, NM] 
--'----- ---~ PASS a 1 
INrEx .- 2 
RETURN 
END 












. . .. 
- -- -- -- --- ···--··---~ ·--·-- -----~--------~..,.... .. - --- .. -·-- ---·-- ----- -
~O~MON A, ~~ sri~T~ E~~L, PL, L, NM, M, N, MM, !, J~ K, NPASS, KK, 
1JJ. IM11 1T1, IT2, ABC, LP1~ iPi, TEMP_,_ KZ, ixz, IPT, IA. ICVC, 







JRR, AMo N'3t-=io CA}(D POPVo Ct'Mo iNDEXa ll 
EQUIVAL~NCQ tA[i]o ASAY[iJo AMf11Jo [At166J, AN[1lJ, tSC~9,J, DM[1 
1~lD [Sf30~lo Ai)![tllo (S[!Jo SATCilo UXC1Ja PYf1Jl, lSl1~J, PMt1JJ 
2, [S[JOilo~Y(ilJD tS[4~lo KOADt1lJo CS[51Jo PPtilJ, CSC71J, P(1JJ, 
3 t s t 3 2 3 ~ {) : G loc t 1 1 J D t P L , :t l o e M c i J J I) t- s o A Y c 1 J o e ).( r 11 , s A T 1 c 1 J , A s A T 1 , 
•1 J J 
DIMENSXON At15o21Jo St~1t2ilo ~DAT[7J, EAOLt?J, PLt15J, PMl14J, 
1PY[14)o C~fi5Jo CMt14lo S~YC2io15Jo ASAT[15,16J, PP[;4J, UXti5,8J, 
2SATX[2ll, AMt15o11J 0 ANti5a11lo tO~DtSJp Pf8,40J, PT[40J, DM[14J, 
JAT~t14,D CXX[19J, SAT1[1SJo iSAT1[15] 
Rt:AC TME LOAD ·S!T NUfi'BER, !F IT is NEGATIVE, REiD A NEW FRAME 
NO,, 
?OB READ 1!, Kl< 
13 PORMAT [1·5! 
t, tt<Ke1 l 89, 
89 I NfH:X ; 1 
RETURN 
81, 81 
·- . ·---~---·- ___ ,.,. _______ . - - - -~ --- - . - - - --
" 












co 160 I 
" 
1,N 
co 160 J " 1,N StloJl • 0 • REWIND 2 
REWIND 3 
REWIND 4 
REAC iAPE 2,[[A[i,JJ, I 
READ TAPE 2, ABC 
READ i'APE ?. 6 ABC 
READ YAPE 2o [SOATtIJ, 
READ TA~E ~o t EAOLtlJ, 
DO 161 I m 1,Mo 2 
I< ~ y/2 • 1 
srt,ll i ~80 Q sDATtKJ 
S[f610Jo1J o Stt,tJ · 
St!oioil o OoS • Sri,IJ 
Stiji¢~J o S[i 0 1,I1 
DO ii Y n Mt-10 N 
J o X o M 
11 Sfioil m EAOLtJJ 
Ir ~PASS rs POSYTfVE, 
I 1, I. 1 ' J • 1, NJ 
I · 1 1, NMJ 
-· l " 1 , NMl 
PRt~T OUT T~TLi§, THE STATlCS MATRIX, AND THE STIF~NESS MATRIX 
1, tN~ASSJ ?07, 82, 82 













---~---"- -- --- -- - -
97 roRMAT t18MtANALYSis o, rRAME, I3, //J 
PRINTY 
? FO~MAT C19MOTME STATICS MATRIX//1 
DO 1 I;:1,L 
1 PRINT !1,ID [A(lpJJo Jg1o~J 
21 roRMAT~4~0R0WoI3D1Uo 7E16,;/[8X,7&16,7JJ 
PRINT t7 
17 FORMAT [21M1TH~ STIFFNESS MATRJX//J 
DO 2 XP:!.o~ 
2 p R I N r fj 1 D l a [ $ [ X , J J ' J 11 ,. N J 
NPASS ~ 0 1 
70? PRINY ~'lo l<K 
27 FOAMAT [13MiLOA~ S!T NO,, 13] 
REA~ IN AND PRINT OUT T~E LOAD SET, 
READ 39, [~LttJ, !•1,L! 
3, FORMAT [?r10.4i 
DO ! It11,L 
SPRINT ~1, t, PLtiJ· 
1 M m 0 
WRITE VAPE 2,t PLtiJ, I,!, LJ 












- - ···--~-- -- - - - . - --· - --·-- -- -·- ---















--------·------~---------.~~~~--, ., __ ~-- - SUBAou,1NE MATR-J)( 
COMMON A, S, SDATj EAOL, 'PL, L, NM, M, 
1JJ, IHe IT1o IT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, TEMP, 
21BZ, AAo ®0o CC, DDo EE, Bo SB, D, SC, 
3RR, RMa N~Wo CA~D ~OPV; C~Mo tNDE~o II 
N, MM, !, J, K, NPASS, Kl<., 
KZ, IXZ, IPT, IA, IC.VC, -
C, GG, SAX, SS, RAX, AX, 
EQUIVAb~NGE [AC1lo ASAYCiJD AM[l)Jo [A[166J, AN[1ll, [SC~9~J, DM(1 
1 J J , t s g 3 o 9 J t) A r >t [ 1 J J o ~- s r i J o s A r [ 1 J , u x r 1 , , P v r 1 1 J , l s c 1 ~ J , PM t 1 J J 
2, [S[3eiJo~Yt1lJ, [St~9lD &OADtllJ, (S[57J, PP[1Jl, lSC71J, P[1JJ, 
3 c s ,. 3 2 J , o . c )( x t 11 J e r PL t 1 J o e M [ 1 J l , c s o A T [ 1 J , c x r 1 1 , s A T 1 c 1 J , A s A T 1 t 
41 J J 
DIMEN~RON A[15o21J, St21o21J, SDATl~ EAOL[7J, PL[15J. PMl14J, 
1PY[14Jo C~t1Slo CMt14J, SAT[21,15J, ASATC15,16J, PP[14l, UXf15,8J, 
2SATX[21lD AM[15,11Jo AN[i5o11Jo I0RDt8J, Pr8,4DJ, PTl4UJ, DMC14J, 
3AT~t14!o GXX[15J, SAT1t15lo ASAT1[15J 
1§ IM o Xf::l 6 i 
IF' tlH/2 \) 2 • iMJ 67,· 68, 92 
92 INDEX o 1 
REYU~N 
-66 ,_· 
... ~: .· 
-~~ 
•·--- --,r - ~ - - • -• -· • -- -··- M• -- •'• -· . 1--··---
67 lT!l. = S 
- IT2 m 4 -·--•--•--••-•------ -- ·--- ----• ---- •- ·- -· ....,..-~.~ ~•-- •• ,-:-;:·, ,:· •:-;- a·· -. •• '9 ,· . -- . ------ -.~.- . --·---- -- ~- - : - ----- - -.------- --- -----------~ , :r: r 







GO TO 69 
6B I T1 • • 
IT2 u ! 
CON!TRUeT TME ~ATRIX SAT r ! TIMES A TRANSPOSED! 
!ALL T~E ,oLLOWlNG MATRIX OPERAT!~NS STORE TME!R INTERMEDIATE 
RESULTS eN TAPE,1 
69 DO !7 2 B 1, N 
co 26 J:1,i.: 
SAVitJ9 s n, 
CO 20 ~o1,N 
2e SAVitJ~ o SAT1[JJ ~_S[l,KJ •A[J,KJ 
57 WRtYe '7APE IT1, tSAT1 r 11 l, t I ~ 1. LJ 
REWXND Xi1 
CO SB 9 a i., N 
5@.AEAD iAPE YTi,(SATti,J!, 1J • 1, LJ 
REWiND XT1 
WR!TE ?APE IYig[(SATCl,JJ, i • 1, Nl,J• 1, L1 
C CONSTRUCT TME ~ATAIX ASAT [A Tl~ES S TtMES A TRAN~POSED! 
C 
\ 
,; - -r 
t, 
DO 63 t = 1, L 
DO 40 J•1,C 
DO 40 t<s:1,N 
AS~Yi[Jl I 0, 
•~ ASAYi[JJ • ASAT1rJ1 •Art,K! • SAT[K,JJ 
6 3 W R t TE 9 APE I T 1 , r A S A T 1 f I I J ,· t I • 1 , L J 
REwlND IT1 
READ TAPE fTt,. ABC 
DO 64 2 g 1, L 
. 64 READ iAPE tT1, [ASAT t !';JJ, Ji: 1, L.l 
REWIND iT1 \ 




- ---·-·- - __ _-: .~ ..... i .. .:......~----- ·--- -
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1~. 
' . ~ , ,, ., ~ ' . ,. 




297 .. 21 
' ... ·.: . .'·-:·~· 
' .. 
..... ~-·-
·--·-----· --··-·-···DO 10 t•1,·L'.·. 
,._. , 
5e ASATrI~LP1! • PL r 11 
SOLVE TME EeUAT!ONS roR TME UNIT fie,LECTIONS 




DO ,1 :Jot,l 
t, fAB8,[ASATtJ,tJJ;TEMPJ 6i,61,62 
62 KeJ _ 
TiMP o ABS,tASAT~J~iJJ 
61 CONYXNUE 
1, t~o2] 92D11,72 
72 CO ~5 Jot 0L1Pi 
TEM~ o ASA?[l,JJ 
ASAYtX~JJ 6 ASAT~K,JJ 
41 ASAYt~~Jl o TEMP 
---·--:~~- -- ----- - · __ ! - -1,: rr r A~il\ r r I; t, i i6'~i41;16 · - - -----·- -- -
··.r: :_: 
'· 
1-'1 PR!N'r 941 
341 tORMAY [!OMODIVlSJeN BY Z&RO tN INVERS!ONJ 
INCt:lt et 2 
AEVUfEtN 
16 TEM~ 2 1,.IASATCl,11 
DO 'lD JaI,l;P1 
70 ASATtl~JJ@ASATti,JJ•TEMP 
DO ~O J~1nL 
IP r1°JJ ·S~s~0,59 
St TEM~oA9AY[JolJ 
DO 00 ~Of~!QLP1 . . . _ 
en ASAT[JoK}oASATCJ,K1•TEMP•AIATr!,KJ 
6tJ CONYiNUE INn&x, 3 
RETURN .• , 
ENt, 









- ·---·- ·--- -- ··- --- . - -~·-· 
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COMMON A, S, SDAT, EAOL, PL, L, NM, M. 
1JJ, [H, IT1, IT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, TEMP, 
21BZ, A/!s BSD CC.o Dr.,; EE, B, Se, D, Sc, 
JRR, RMa N~~" CAX, FOPVll CPM.o INDEX: II 
< 
N, MM, !~ J, K, NPASS, KK, 
KZ, IXZ, !PT, IA, 1cvc, 
C, GG, SAX, SS, RAX, AX, 
EQUlVALENCe [A[1lo ASAi[ilo AMflJlo [A[166J, AN[llJ, tSC~9,J, DM[1 
11]; [Sf309Jo ATXCllj, [St1Jo SATClJo U~(1J, PVt1llo [S(15J, PM[llJ 
2, [S[Je1JoPTt1lJ, [S[~9Jo iORDtlJJo CS[57Jo PPt1llo lSC7;J, P[1Jl, 
3CS[32~,o C~~[1lJ, [PLt1lo CM[illo [S0AYc1Jo C~[1lo SATltlJ, ASAT1t 
41 l l _ 
DI~ENSXON A[15,21J, St21o2tlo S0AT[7Jo EAOLC7lo P~[l~J, PML1~l, 
1PY[14lo CX[1S], CMt14JD SA?[21D15lo ASAT[15,16J, PP[14), uxr15,Sl, 
2SATX[2ilo AM[15,11Jo AN[15,11l, I0RD[8l, P[8,40J, PTl4U), DM[14J, 
3AlX(149o CX~[15l~ SAi!f15Jo ASAT1t15l 
C PRl~T OUT Tt.iE l.iNIT DEfLECYXONS 




"51"1 r~RMAT f 1,MtUNfT ~E,LfCTIONS} . 
KZ s X~ '"' 1 
IF [IM O 1! 92, ,~. 73 
_, 
7~ REAC iAPE ?T2, ABC 
REAC TAPE ti2, C [UXr I ,J!, I •· 1, Ll ,J • 1, KZl 
74 CO 51 &~1oL 
UX[l,A~J o ASAT[I,LP1J 
5! PRINY 211) io ASATf i,LP1l 
WRtTE 9APE YT1,[[UX[I,Jl, l • 1, LJ,J • 1, IMJ 
REWIND lTl 
READ TAPE IT1, C[SATtI,JJ, I• 1, NJ,J • 1, Ll 




CHECK TO SEE IF THE CErLECTIONS EXCEED AN ARBITRARY MAXIMUM LIMIT 
If 'MEY DO: SAV SO ANO GO ON TO COMPUTE THE ~INGE R0TAT!ONS 
C 
DO 311 l:1;L 
.TE"9'P a ABSPtASAT£I,LP1!J •· i.E•O~ 
1, tTE~PJ 311,6~7~~47 
31! CONYiNUE 
GO YO S03 
647 PRiNT 947 _ 
841 FOPMAT t21MODE,LECTJON TOO LARG&J 
INDE>t a 2 
R6'f'URN 
C COMPUTE AND PRINT UNIT ~o~&NTS ANn AXiAL LOADS 
C ALSO ADD COLUMN! TO TME UNIT MO,-.ENT AND UNJT AXfAL. LOAD MATRICES 
C 1r 'ME VALUE o, TME MOM~NT Coe, rs BELOW A GIVEN VALUE• SET" IT To 
C Zt:RC, 
C 
303 DO 129 1•~,N 
SATxr1, 11 o. 
DO 120 l<•1;L -
12ft sA,xtI!•sA,x[IJ•SATtl,Kl•ASAT[K,LP1J 
- PRINT ,22 
",,:: 
. : .. •. 
• r..J. ~ • . • ·e: •• • . • - ~·· • • .,,,..-• ·,_.:, __ .. _. ".• ... ..:~-·--···-• ·• "'"•"'"""-'•••••rn •••• 
---•••••··•" "•••••" -"··-----,..,,.-,--..,,~.,...,.,~,•••-•-:-:•"'"'~'.-,-,•--••••~'•r'••• """•••••·•• """•••·••-• -""•"••M ••• ,;IY,.,,.>-'••.• •,-,., ••·•• _•_•-'•-•"-'-'"'"""'"'.'"'"· """··""''"-"""""'""""··•••••• •• """-"'""'""-•-.• ·-•,n ... •. ¢,••>••>•••.••-••~-•+••>•_---•--•-" '"·'· °'. • -"• • .,·.• • - S • .,. 
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521 roRMAT [13MiUNtT MOMENTSJ 
IF tlH • 1! 92,_?6,_7§ 
'' READ TAPE fT2, t [AMf I ,JJ, I·• 1, MJ ,J ' 1,KZJ -
READ TAPE tYi,tCAN~i,JJ, I • 1, MJ,J • 1,KlJ 
1~ DO 94 2 e io M 
PR!NY Qi, iD !AY~fiJ 
2! roRMAT~4MO~OWol~Dt~~ 7E16,7/[8X,7E16,7lJ 
1r r SAYU[!]J 9e, 940 S6 ~ 
!5~ rr rA,HJffrSAYUtXJ] ; 00011 §4, ,~. 94 
5• SAvurxg o Oo 
PRfN'r 95D ! 
55 FORMAT [24~, 14MUNYT MOMENT AT, JJ, 1X, 11MSET TO %£RO] 
9 , A M r I D x H 1 g s A r x r ~--, 
PRtNY ~ . 
~ FORMAT [17MOUN!t AXiAL LOADSJ 
.DO 9S 2 ,. Mt4a N 
K , ! o M 
J • 2 0 ~ 
P A I NY i O o K , S A TX t t J 
_ _ -- _ ·-- __ _ . . -- __ -- _ _ --· _ _ _ _ _ ·-. 1'~ FORM Ai t 7' H O MEMBER , t ! , i X , 116- , 7 ] 
ANfJol~J ·o :SATXti2 
9S ANfJo1~XHJn~ SATXiiJ 
WAITE 9A~e tTioC[AM[I,JJ, I. 1, MJ,J' 1, IMJ 
WRtTE ?APE IT1,[£AN[l,Jl, I• 1, MJ,J, 1, iMJ 
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I PL•C~ TME FOLLO~tNG OUANTtTIES IN ~OMMON STORAGE sn TMEY WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ALL SUBROUTINES, 
~ CO~MON Ao S, SDATa EAOL, PL, L, NM, M, 
lJJ,. IMo Ilio XT2i> A0Ca LP1, IP1, TEMP, 
2IBZ, AAo B8o CCo D~o EE, B, SB~ D, Sc, 
3RR, RMo N~~o CAXJ) POPV o CPr4., INDEX, I I 
N, MM, l, J, K, NPASS, KK, 
KZ, IXZ, ·IPT, IA, ICYC, 
C, G~~ SAX, SS, RAX, AX, 
fHE ,oLLOWING EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS RESULT rROM THE use or 
TAPES, NO TWO VARIABLES OR ARRAVS WHlCH ARE EQUIVALENCED TO ONE 
4NOT"'ER ARE EVER NEEDED A.T r ... e ,SAME TIME, 
E Q U I V.A LEN Ce C A C 1 l , AS AT C 1 ] , AM f 1 l J , [ A [ 16 6 J , AN t 1 J ! , [ S [ 2 9 =» J , D M [1 
1 l J , C S t 3 0 9 J , A T X t 1 J J , [ S t.1 J , S A T [ 1 J , U X C 1 J , P Y t 1 J J , C S l 15 J , P M t 1 J l 
2, CS[391J,PT[1lJ, [S[49l, lORD[1lJ, [St57J, PPt1Jl, lSl71J, Pt1JJ, 
J[Sf323J, CXXt1ll, rPL[1l, CM[1JJ, (5DATC1J, ~Xt11, SAT1[1], ASAT1[ 
~ 
i 
' ~ ? 
r, ~ 
~ I !; 
··! 
41 l l - -.. - --- ··-·- - .. -- .----- . -.. .. . . 
DlME~SION THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS, 
Dt~ENS!ON At15,21], S[21,21J, SDAT[7J, EAOL[7J, PL[15J, PML14J, 
1PY[14~a CXt15J, CM[14l, SAT[21,15J, ASAT[15,16J, PPC;4J, UXt15,8J, 
2SATX[21l, AM[15,11l, AN[15,11J, IORD[8J, Pl8,40J, PTl40), UMt14J, 
3ATX[14~, Cxxt15], SAT1f15], ASATi[15J 
IF CONTROL 15 COMING ~RO~ TME SUBROUTINE WM!CM PteKS THE LOWEST 
VALUE or LOAO TC tORM TM~ NEXT MINGE, GO DIRECTLV TO STATEMENT 
31 A~D REPRO~UCE TME PREVIOUS RESULTS, IF CONTROL rs COMING FROM 
UNDEF cxr UNXT DEFLECTIONS AND FORCES HAVE JUST BEEN COMPUTED,) 
AND Y-HEREf"ORE IF' THE NEXT PLASTIC MING-E MAS NOT YET BEEN L0CAfE0, --------------·------- ·- . ---- .... 
READ IN YHE ARRAYS REQUIRED, 
GO TO t 11n, 311,II 
THE roLLOW!NG 6 STATEMENTS RETURN CONTROL TO TME HAIN PROGRAM 
TO OETER~!NE WHAT MEANING TME TMREE VALUES or tNDex WlLL CONVEY 
TO THE MAIN PROGRAM, REfER TO TMAT PROGRAM, 
107 lNCEX • 1 
RETURN 
10 CJ I NDE-)( D 2 
RETURN 
111 INDEX• .i 
RETURN 
PROM TAPEo READ TME DATA REQUIRED roR THE COMING SERIES OF 
COMPUTATIONS, 
11~ READ TAPE 2, ABC 
·t READ TAPE 2,[ PMCl1, I• 
READ TAPE 2,t PYClJ, I• 
1,·· M 1 
1, M J 
··- ··~ ,_.. . . ·- - ---- .. - ······-~· -· - ·-"- -
- . . --- . 
IX! It .. ,.-.. :-,.·, ......... .. 
.(. "'· 















































IF I~ IS ONE~ T~e ARRAYS !ORD AND P HAVE NOT SEEN USED YET AND 
MENCi CANNOT BE READ IN,, 
Ir tlM O 1!101, 11, 78 
78 READ TAPE fT2,tioRr,[IJ, Is 1, KZJ 
"READ TAPE-·tT2, [PtfPl, 1J, IPT = 1, KZJ 
BEGIN LOOP ,o cetERM!NE TME NEXT tN~R~MENT OF LOAD 
1, DO 28 IA 11 1, M 
lf ,HE ~OMENT Coer1c1ENj IS ZERO AT A GIVEN POINt, SET TH~ VALU~ 
Or FAT A MIGH VALUE ANO BEGIN THE LOOP AGAIN, 
rzeRe MOMENT coerrtcIENT INDICATES TMAT EITHER A PLASTIC HINGE HAS 
ALREADY FORMED AT TME POiNT OR ELSE BV COINCIDENCE, TME CQEVF. 
!S ZERO AND VHERErORE A PLASTIC ~!NG~ SIMPLY WILL NOT FORM AT THIS 
POIN, DURING TMIS INCR~MENT or LOAri. 
·1, [AMtIA,tMJJ 31, 32, J1 
3! PPtJAJ • 1i,oo. 
GO TO f8 
JNIT!ALI!E TME CV~LE NUMeER, 
3! I eve = o 
fNCR~MEN, THE CVeLE NUMBER. 
24 ICVC • ICYC • 1 
SET THE 'TOTAL LOAD roR T~e CVCL& to ze-o AT THE SiiRT. 
PPT • e. 
tr Tt-.rs rs TME 'iRST .CYCLE, USE TME LAST TRY FOR TME PREVIOUS 
MINGE· AS A f!RST GUESS, 
T~E VARIABLE KZ ?S ONE LESS THA~ IH, 
~THERWISE, StART AT tHE BEGINNING ~AT THE BOTTOM OF THE LOAD 
DEf"LECTlON CURVE! 
1, rrcvc ~ ii10,, e3, 84 
8:! lPT me 1-'<Z 
GO TO 22 
841 I PT s t1 
.. 
If" ~o cveLE8 MAVE BEEN COMPLETEn WJTM~UT CONVERGENCE, SAY so AND 
REDO TMAY PARTl~ULAR LOOP, PRINTING AS EACH VALUE IS rouND, 
eALL EXIT WHEN TMtS MAS BEEN DONE, 
IF" [ !CVC O 40 J 22, 22, 4 
a1 PRINT a., IA 






- -·--,-;.-•••-,-;··:·- • -- --~~,s • --···-.,~·-····- •••••••···•·--
IF' . t IX 2 l 5 • 10 7, 42 . -: ·.··-- ~-. ··- -
42 IXZ e fi11 
GO ·TO !1 
.. : 
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INCREMENT THE POINT NUMB~R • 
2 2 I ~ T e I P ·T • 1 
RE~ERrNG TO STATe~ENT LABELEn 12 BELOW. IT CAN BE SEEN TMAT~ THE · QUANTITIES AA, BB, CC, DD, EE, ANO GG ARE THE MAJOR VARIABLES 
INVOLVED IN ,HE neTERMINATION o, THE LOAD INCREMENT PtJPT,IcYCJ, l TME VARIABLES O AND QARE USED ONLY TO INDICATE SIGNol WHERE~ 
AA= T~E JNC~EASeo CAPACfTY or TME POINT IN QUESYlnN, [TME X•AXIS INTE~sec, ON foR THE STRAIGHT LlNE APPROXIMATION T~ THE INTER• ACTION fO~MULAll . 
BB= THE AXIAL LOAQ AT TME POJNT IN QUESTION WHICH RESULTS FROM 
PREVIOUS XNC~EMENTS OF LOAD ON TMe S1RUCYURE, 
CC~ THE AXIAL LOAD AT T~E POINT iN OUESYION WHICW RESULTS VRQM INCREMEN?S or LCAC BEING APPLIED ro THE STRUeTURE ArYe~ A PLASTIC MINGE ~AS ro~MED AT T~E POXNYo 
DD g it.IE MOMeNT iNDUCED AT 'rME ·PGiNY ·IN CIUESYXON fltJE YO PREVIOUS !NCREMENfS or LOAD ~EINO APPLIED YO YME SiRUeYURE. 
EE: T~E UNI? MOMENT ~OR TME POINi IN QUESTION ,oR TMiS INCREMENT or LOADo 
GG = A ruNCTXON Of TME UNIT AXIAL LOAD FOR THIS INCREMENT AT THE' POINT IN GUESTI0No 
THE FOLLOWING TESTS DETERMINE WMERE ON THE LOAD DErLECTION CURVE 
,ME PRESENT eOMPUTATIONS LIE AND CONSEQUENTLY WMET~ER OR NOT EACH Or T~E VARXA~LES ABOVE MAS SOME VALUE OTMER TMAN !~RO, 
ALSO, THE TESTS SERVE TO DETERMINE WMETHER TME POINT IN ouesTrON !SA KNOWN PLASTIC MINGE OR. WHET~ER THE PROGRAM rs JUST TESTING 








lF [IPT • 11107, 116, 117 
IF" t1H•l]1G7, 118, 119 
CC II Q t 
88 = o. 
DD= 0, 
I BZ = t A 
GO TO 121 
BB m 0, 
OD !Iii O, 
GO TO !.22 
SB m 0, 
KK gr IPT•1 
Ir [ IM • tPTJ 101, 101, 102 
IBF 8 YA 
GO YO !03 
I82t'.l IeRD[YPTJ 
DO 123 J rJJ 1, Kt< 
B s P[JolCVCl•AN[tAZ,JJ 
SB o SB'°' 8 
. ----- -->---'----·-~· --· --. -
BB o SB o i.i8 * P~tIBZJ I PYtlBZJ 
DD :x O, 
DO 124 J • 1, Kt< 
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121 1Fr1cvc•1Jto9, 126, 12, 125 r,trMefPTJ1U7, 126. 127 
126 CC a Oo 
Ir ~IM Q IPTJ10?, 10~, 10! 
104 tBf'. o 9A 
GO YO 9.21 
10! l9f o ~ORDtiPTJ 
GO YO !121 
12, SC 'O O o 
f<K ·o IPT • i 
IB! o iOADfi'PTl 
DO 120 J t1 K,t5, i~ ... 
Co P[JofCVC•1l•ANrtBZ;JJ 
128 SC a SC ·o C 
CC o Seo io18 • PMtlBZJ· 1 PY[IBZJ 
121 AA a 1o18 o PM[tBZ1 
EEO AMtrmr~iPTl 
·QG o 1o18 o PMflRZ1 • AN[ll!-.tPTJ I PYtlBZJ 
- . '- -.- . - .• -:-- ... ~-:--~: - ... ' . 
IF TME YNXT MOMiN·T AT TM& PO!,NT 'MAS A DIFFERENT SIGN THAN TME 
MOMENT T,MAY ~AS EJEEN INDUCED ·PREVIOUSLY AT THIS POINT, TME 
VARIABLE Q A~TE~S ·fME EQ~ATtON ,eR PtJ~!a[C~Cl SO fMAj TME 
OUAN,1TV DD WILL p~ovtne kDDtTJONAL MOMENT CAP~crti AT TME POINT 
RATH!R T,MAN LESS ,AS ts T~E USUAL OASE, 
r, t DDIEE l1 , ,6, 
6 Q • .;.1, 




IF T~E UNIT AXIAC (OAfi At TME POINT MAS A Dl,rEAENT SjGN THAN TM~ 
PR~VIOUS AXIAL .LOAD AT THE ·POINT, THE QUANTITY O ALTER& T~E EQUAT 
eION ro~ P[IPT,ICYCJ ·so ·twAT TH& Mc,MeNt CAPACITY AT TME POINT WILL 
BE J~eREASEDo 
1! 1,, r t .. 99 .. ·•· 'CC -,~,- GG J --·9.',r 1 n 
9 0 I ~1o 
GO To 12 
1e O C io 
• i-O 
COMPUTE '1ft:4E VAUVE or THE INCREMENT or LOAD' 
12 P t t PT , ·1 CV e J I t A A •ABS, [ BB • CC J • 0 • A 8 SF' C DD J • Q J / C ABS F"l EE J • A 8 SF t G G -
1 l J 
B~GIN. C~ECK TO SEE IF AXIAL LOAD REDUCTION IS WARRENTED, 
,1Rs,, COMPU'E TMe AXiAL LOAD AT T~E PbINT UNDER ~fiNSiDERATION, 
,wo CoNTR!BU.IONS ARE CONSfDERED, TME AXIAL LOAD ~AX DUE To 
PREVIOUS INCREMiNTS OF LOAD AND RAX DUE TO LATER INCREMENTS OF . 
- - - .. - .. LOAD, 
SAX, 0, 
DO 129 J 1 1, l pT 
·,. 
SS ~. AklJ8t~JJ • ptj~lfjfJ .......... ,- r .. , ... ,: . ··-· ... ------ ·-·· -····-····-~---------. -···· . 
\"'·:' 













































> . ··_,;,. 
.. 
129 SA~• SAX• SS 





1; rJHe1J10? ~ 36. 131 
1rr1eve 0 1l1ot, 36, 37 
1rtt~ 0 2PTJ107, 36, 38 
KK ~ X~T o i 
DO 39 J r; Kl<.,, !~ 
RR o AN[I82oJJ • PrJ,ICYC•1J 
3Q RA~ e ~A~~ RR 
36 AX o SAX 6 ~AX 
C NEx,, SEE lW PIPV IS GR~ATER TMAN ,15. Ir IT IS, SKIP THE NeXT 
C BLOCK or YN~TRUCYtONSo i' NOT, COMPUTE THE INCREMENT Or LOAD P C TO , 0 RM THE NE >-t Y H I NG F NEG LE C,T I NG TM E EFFECT Or:' A X J AL LO AD 1 ---C 
lFtA8SWCA'AJ/PV[lBZJe1,15l -41, 230, 230 
230 IF ClX2l 132, 2J2o 232 
41 RM o Oo 
IFtlPTo1J107, 44. 43 
---------·• •- .__ · ••--.••a- -- -of a-=·•·-·•-.· .- • -•- ·--1--• 












DO 133 J g 1, KK 
RZ a AM[YBl,Jl • PrJ,tCYCJ 
133 RM s RM q RZ 
THIS TESY OE?EAM!NES WHETHER THE SIGN OF THE MOMENT MAS CHANGem.~~ 
•ND !F IY ~A9o TME INtREMENT o, LO~D I~ COMPUTED~~ t, TMERl ~ 
BEEN AN INCREASE IN TME AVAILABL! MOMENT CAPACiTY RATMER THA A DI 
•CHEASE AS USUAb 0 
IF tRMJAM[!BleX'PTJJ 48,107, 44 
48- PttPT,!CYC! o t'PMftBZJ • A9SrtRMJJ I ABSrtAM[IBZ,lPTJJ 
GO TO <19 
4~ P[IPTo!CVGl q [PM[IBZJ • A&Sr[RMJJ/ ABSF[AM[IBZ,IPTJJ 
4fJ Ir [1){2) 2:.g1a 232a 2S2 
C IF TME A~IAL LOAD AT THE POJNT JS LESS THAN t15 PY PRINT THIS ON 
C ,H~ OuTPUY xv IXl IS NEGATIVE, r TME VA~UE or IX! DETERMINES C WHETME~ OR NBT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS WILL BE PRtNTEfi, -1, IXZ IS 












231 PR!NT 46, !PT 
4~ F"ORMAT [2JMNO R!r>UCTtON- F'OR MINGE , 121 
PRINT TME VALUE or TME N~XT fNCA&MENT o, LOAD, 
132 PRINT i35a!PTs ICVeD PeIPY.off!VCJ 
135 FORMAT [2MP~oi2D1MooI2;4M] o o ri0,4, //J 
~ rr TME VALUE or Y~E iNC~!MENY o, LOAD ~AS TURNED N~GATIV&, TH1S INDICATES THAT 1ME A~XAL LOAD AT THE POINT HAS BUILT UP TO THE 
POINT WHERE iHE MYNGE WXLL NOW ,ORM AT A LOAD LESS THAN TM~ 
PREVIOUS PLASTIC MiNGE FGRMEO ATa YN OTHER WOROS, THERE MAS BeEN A CHANGE lN THE ORDER or rORMATION or THE PLASTIC HINGES IN lHc -· ,. 
. 
. . - ... - - .. ·~----~·-~·---.-·- ··-·-~' --- - . 
;- RAM E , t TH l S l· ij NOT TO 1 ND l CATE THAT · I F J HE F RAHE WERE TEST E: D T ~ i 
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C MINGES WOULD F°ORM IN A QtrrE.RENT OR.DER~ .l.T- JS---JUS-T 1'-MAT-,·OR--T-wt 


















231 1, tP[fPTntCVCJJ !, 79, 79 
1 1, rrPv O iJ 10,. 32, 2 
~ PRtNY 9 
! rORMAT t21M1AB0RT~ MINGE ORDER CMANGES J 
,eRM!NATE THIS AUN. 
! INDEX , 5 
RETURN 
t'F' TM I S t S TM E , I R ST PL A S T I C M I N iJ E TO F' 0 RM f N TM E F" RA ME , 0 NE T R Y 
WILL PRODUCE AN EXACT VALUE roR THE LOAD INCREMENT, THEREFORE 
CHECK TME N~XT LOtATION ON TME ~AAME, 
OTMERWISE, Ge ON TO TME NEXT LEG ON THE LOAD DErLer.TJoN CURVE. 
1; 1, rrM • 1,101, 14; 1e 
1, PPtiAJ • PfiPT, ICVCJ 
GO TO !33 
18 PP, c PPT ~ Pf!PT, tCYCJ 
1, t IM O X fl> Y J 1 O?, 19, 2.2 
19 PTt!CVeJ o ·flPT 
,r 
eHEC~ TME QUANT?Yv rxz TO SE~ IF THE RESULTS OBTAINED SMOULD 9R 
PRlNTED 0 T~EV WiLL BE PRINTED 1, 1J THE HINGE HAS BEEN PICKED 
AN~ THE COM~UTA!rONS ARE BEING REDONE SO TMEY MAY BE LISTED, OR 
2 J Ir CONVE~GENCE COULD NOT BE ,0BTA I NED, 
rr: rrx21 34" ,2D 9~ 
J• PRf NY 9:So Ja~Y 
33 ro~MAT [ 27~o 20~TeTAL FOR TMIS avCLE, F10,4. 1//J 






C rF T~e 01,re~~Ne~ BEiWEEN TWO sueessrv~ VALUES o, TME TOTAL 
C LOAD RiQUXRiD TO FORM A PLASVIC MINGE IS LESS THAN SOME ARBITRARY. 
c t)U·AN-t r rv D · eoNS roe A coN vERGENee o~t i r NEri, oTMERw r se oo TMe 
C COMPUfAYYCN AGAXNa 
C 
C 
25 Ir tA0SfCPY[ICVC u 1JwPT[ICYCJJ • ,001J 234, 234, 24 
234 IP ri)(2l 2350 26, 26 
23'5 f?JRiN~ 238" lM 
2JS FO~MA'f [301:fOCO-NV-ERsiON -OBlAtNEe-,oR HINGE, IJJ 
2, li'PtXAl o ·P?riCVCl 
233 1, f?)(2J 1fio !8, je 









- • • - --- ~-- ···- :--- ->~ --;:-,.,'---~ • -·- • --- -
j. 
• 











' SUBAou,INE LOWEst 
Coti1MON A, s, sDAT, EAOL, 'PL, L• NM• M, N, MM·, t, J, ·K, NPASs, KK, 
1JJ, I~o 1110 IT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, IEMP, KZ, JXZ, IPT, IA, 1cyc, 
21ez, AA, es~ ce, Dn, EE, &, se, D, Sc, c, Gs, SAX, ss, RAX, AX, 
JRR, RM 0 NPt:1D CA,<, PoPV, CPMo INDEX, II 
EQUIVALENC!: [Atilo ASAY[iJ~ At4f1ll, [A[16~Jo ANt1JJo [S[295J, DM[1 
1lJ, [Sf309io AT){[1Jlo tS[iJo SATC1l/) UXC1Jo PV[1lls lSC15J, PHE1Jl 
2 , t S [ J 91 l D P T [ 1 l l o f S t 4 9 J o X O R D t 1 J l , [ S t S 7 J a P P t i l l ,, [ S [ 71 J , P [ 1 l l , ,;, 
3CS[323Jo C)(}{[ilJu (Pl[ilo CM[1Jl, [S0AT[1Jo e~[il, SATl[lJ, ASAT1t 
41 J J 
DI~ENSXON AC15o21Jo St21o21J, SDAT[7J, EAOL[7ls PLt1,J, PMl1~l, 
1PYfi4lo C'Afi9lo CMf14lD SAY[2lo1~l, ASATC15,i6J, PPC14lJ UXt15,8J, 
2SATX[21lo AM[15,11Jo AN[15o11lo IORDC8J, Pf8,40J, PTC4U], UMC14J, 
3AT~[1~3, CXX(15Jo SAT1[15Jo ASAT1t15J 
C PICK THE SMALL~ST VALUE OF THE LOAD P, 







AA c 1600, 
1, [ lf:;f .. 1] 1, 1, 2 
2 I TEMP 1s1 NPM 
1 CO 236 I l!f 1, M 
231 IF' [AA O F'P[iJl 23A, 239, 139 
239 AA o P~[IJ 
NPM ~ 2 
236 CONi!NUE 
IF (!TEMP• NPM l ~' •• 3 
~ PA!NT !3 
5 F ORM A T . ( 2 4 M 1 SAME ~ I NG E P IC KE D T W I CE J 
INCEX ~ 1 
- RE,URN 
3 IXl m m1 
IA i: NPH 
PRl~T OUT T~E LOCATION ~ECEfDEC ON roR TME NEXT MINGE AND GO BACK 
AND RECALCULAT~ THE QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THIS POINT 
PRJ~TING AS EACM RESULT IS OBTAfNEO. 
PRINT 242, IM, NPM 
242 
-------~L _______ ! __ _ 
F90RMAT [18M1PLASTIC HlNGE NO,, IJ, 4X, 1JH;ORMED AT PT,, 
11 = 2 
INDEX a 2 





















-- -------- -- - --·------- - ---- -- -- --------------~ 
--- - - - ---------··------ -- ---- - ------------ -
-- ----- ------------'-'----'··-··----~~------· - - SUBRO.li+l~iif C-UT-PU T- -- - --- -. -- O 
-
co MM o N A , s, s c At~ e,. a L , · P 1. , : L ~ NM , M , N , "~,; _t ~ J, K , NP Ass, 1< K , 
iJJ, IH~ JT1, IT2, ABC, L-P1, IP1, TEMP, l<Z, TXZ, JPT, JA, rcvc, 
2JB2, AAo BBo CC, Dti, EE, B, SB~ h, SC, C, GG~ SAX, SS, RAX, AX, 3RR, AMo Nf.lt:fo CA><, POPV11 CPM, INDEX, II 
EQUlVALENCe [At1lo ASATt1J 0 AMt11Jo [A[166Ju ANC1llo [S[29~J, DH[1 
1lJ, [S[309Jo ATXC1JJ~ fSt1Jo SATC1lo UXC1Jo PY[1Jlo [SC15J, PM[1JJ 
2, CS[3~1JoPT[1JJ, tS149]o XOADt1lJo CS[57Jo ppt1llo l5t71J, Pt1JJ, 
3CSt323Jo C~X[1lJ, [Pbt1lo CM[1Jlo tSDAT(1Jo CXt1Jo SAT1C~J, ASAT1t 
41 J ! 
-D!MENSiON Ati9o21J, St2ia2i3, SDAYt1Jo ~AOL[11; PL[15J, PMC14J, 1PY[14~o C~C15Jo CM[14Jo SAY[21o15.JD ~SAT[15o16lo PPC;4l, UXt15,8l, 
2SATX[2llo AM[15o11la AN[15o11Jo XORD[8Jo Pt8P40J, PTt40J, DMC14J, 
3AT><l1~~o ~)0~[!5J,, SAT1f15Jo ASAT1[15l 
C-
C: ADD ANO V Me, ELEM e N Y YO Y ME ! 0 RD MA 'f R I x t ·1 H l S MAT R 1 X KEEPS TRACK 












240 t~RDtlMJ; NPH 
WRITE ,APE iT1,[IORDCIJ, I • 1, IHJ 
WRITE fAPi IT1, [Pt iPT~ lCYCl, IPT • 1, IHJ 
. PRINT OUT A TAB~S GIVING TME VALUES or TOTAL MOMENT, MPC, PLASTIC MOMENT, AXIAL LOAD, PY, AND TME RAT!O o, AXtAL LOAD TO 
PY ,oR EACH. POINT ON TH! ,RAME, 
PR!N'f fi41 
241 ro~MAT [4MtPT.~3X,OMTOT. MOM.,6X.3MMPC,1~X.~~MP,7X,8HAX. L0AD,6X, 
22MPVo16X, 4MP/PY,/IJ 
DO 247 l 0 1 1, M 
CMftJ t;l 0, 
CA,< o 0o 
co 243 J , 1, IM 
CMfRJ g CMttl • AMtiiJJ • ,tJ,fCiCJ 
2 4 3 c A x o e A x • A N r t", J i • --, r J , i c v e J 
POPV Q Aes,reAX]/PVriJ 
IF tPOPV -~ 015 J 2~~, 246, 246 
245 CPt,A ri PIMtl, 
GO YO ~41 
24ti CPM g ioit! '1 PM[I! • t1,• POPYJ 
24? PR!NY ~44o l.o CMCtt~ CPM, PMtri, CAX, PYtlS, POPY 
244 F'ORMAT [ iMOs 12, t\F'12;J J 
WRfTE 9APE iY1o teMr j l, I ·1 1~ Ml 
REWIND XYi 
READ TAP~ fYin ABC 
REAC TAPE fYio[(UXfl,JJ, I• 1~Ll,J • 1, IMJ 
co 85 i o iii S 
a, READ TAPE tYio ABC 
. PRINi OUT THE lOYAL DEFL!~TIONS UP TO tMIS POINT rnA &ACM DEGRiE 
OF FREEDOM IN THE 'RAME, J 
PRINT 248 
-24 @· , FORM A T r 3 3M OTO TA L D & F" LIE CT I ON S AT TH l S ST AG & • -J 
PRINT 249 
,, 
,- .·--"··-· •,;· ;·-·-----~-~---- -------










----~-----~- - -.-~ 
297.21 
2.,. f.OAMAT t ~MOPT,, 4X, 1DHDE,L!CTtoN;1/J DO 2!1 I 1 1, L CXtl2 ·i 0, 
DO ·ago J :t; 1, IM 
250 c,(r11 ·o c>ietJ • PtJ-~tcvic, • uxr1~JJ ' . . 251 PA!NY ~52a i, CXtl! 252 ro~MAT [ 139 E16oj~//J 
WRtTE ~APE I Tio (CX f i J : I • i, L 1 READ TA~E ~o ABC READ TAPIE 2o ABC 
READ iA~E 2otPLtiJ • I :1 1~Ll RE• c TA Pe 2 , r r s r i ~, J 1 • r • 1, N , ~- J , 1. N 1 BACKSPACE 12 
REWIND 3 




• - -~·- •••• ~. 
-· •:,-; • • 
- • • , .. %, 
-·: ~ ::- 7 ·--:. -~ -- ---
..... ; 
- -,~ - :,._ --- ~ ...,.-•- :;.,.; ... :_;~--~-•• •··· .- ·-·:.··_-· ·,;- • ..: ---:~ .. • -c-'· .•• -·. -. _ .. ·.,:. ·--~;:•:-;. ~ -- - .· -...... ' - ,- .. · ·.~' - - - -L•- -'•• ·--:: :-···_·• __ ::7.··· .. ·,.;. •-··:°"·-··-::-.:.: .. ·.::;~,;-":";:::;::-::::·--·· a,--'---- -,:;· • -_-- .--··-···· -:~'.:: •. ,"':; ;::-:·- .---:.-: . 























; .J:." ~·. : ··-:- ··.~:..- -· _:··-·· ··-·- -·-- - -~ -.- ... 
·- - --- . ·- ·-··- - . -· -'.". :·~---- ----· -









-~s-ueRou, I NE As M 
COMMON A, S, SDAt, EAQL, 'PL, L, NH, M, N, MM, f, J, K, NPAS9, Kt<, 
1JJ, I~, Il1, IT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, TEMP, KZ, IXZ, !PT, IA, 1cvc, 
21BZo AAo Bea CC, DD, EE, So SB, D, SC, C, GG, SAX, SS, RAX, AX, 
JRR., RM.9 NPMo CA>t,, POPYo CPM, INDEl(o II 
EQUIVALENCe [ACilo ASAY[1J; AMfilJa tA[166J, AN[1JJ, (S[29,J, DMt1 
1lJ, [~f30~Jo ATXCiJJo [S[1Ja SAT[1J" UXC1J, PYf1Jl, [SC15J, PM[1JJ 
2, fSt3~1JnPTtiJJ,, [SC49lo iORD[iJJ, [St51J, PPtiJJ, [SC71J, P(1JJ, 
3 c s c 3 2 3 , o . c )( ){ r i 1 1 o c PL , .1 J a e M c 1 J J " t s n Ar c 1 J , c x r 1 1 , s• T 1 c 1 J , As At 1 t 
41 J J 
Dl~ENSXON A[15u21Jo S[21e21lD SDATt7J, EAOL[7J, PLC15J, PMl14J, 
1PY(14)o Cl[15Ja CMCi4Jo SAT[21,15J, ASAT[15,16J, PPt14l, UX£i5,8J, 
2SATX(~1Jo AMt15o11J~ AN[15o11J, I0RD[8J, Pt8,40J, PTt40J, DMi1~J, 
JAT~f14!o CXX[t5J, SAT1t15Ja ASAT1t15J 
ALTER T~! S?IrPNESS MATRIX TO AeeouNT FOR THE ;ORMATION o, THE 
LAST PLASTXe ~XNGEo 
I r r r N PH 12 o 2 J O NP M J 211 , 21 o , 21 o " · · 
21ft SfNPM 0 l,N~MciJaoo,5•SfNPH•1,NPM•iJ 
SCNPMoNPHJ O Do 
SCNPM 0 !0N~~J O Oo 
SfNPMDNPM 0 iJ O O. 
GO ?C !12 
211 SfNPMoteN~M¢1J • 0.?5•S[NP~•1,NPM•1J 
S t NP Ho. NP M J D O o 
SfNPMaNPM61J ~ 0, 
SfNPM¢ioN~~J , D. 
212 WRf'fE '?AP& 2,rrscl,JJ, I• 1, NJ,J • 1, NJ 
REWIND 2 
,_,:_ - . . 




. ..:..::. . 
:.---
1 











•,i.~\.-.a,;,.,' • -~,..-....... , .•. _._.,._._,~,"-'>•! ·.-· ""··'•••,·~-·-·•-•-,•'',"-··,".c.,'. •,,,,,..,/ _.·._,,, ,',.,.'C,"•.,:h,
0
,-,Loal.'-••u-•••--'-'-' .... ~ 
SUBADU.JN& PMR · 
COMMON A, g, sDAT, EAQL, 'PL, L• NM, M, N, MM, I' J, K, NPASs, t<I(, 
l~J, l~o Il1a IT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, T~HP, KZ, IXZ, IPT, IA,' ICVC, 
218Zo AAo -~eo CCo DDo EE, Ba SB, D, SC, C, GG, SAX, SS, RAX, AX, 
3RR, RMo N~WD CAito ·POPVo CPMo XNDE>to II 
EQUIVALENCg [A[ilo ASAY[iJ.9 AMtiJJD tAt16~Jo ANt1lJ, [SC295J, DMl1 
1ll, .CSf~OeJo AT)([tJJo £S[1Jo SAT[!Jo UXC:tJo PVt11l, CSC15J, PM[1JJ 
2, [S[301)oPT(ilJo [S[49Jo XOAD[1)Jo (S[57]o PP(1ll, lSl71JD P[1JJ, 
3CS(32~Jo ·~}!)([1llo tPbtilo CMC1Jlo tS0ATC1Jo CX(1ls SATl(~J, ASAT1( 
41 J J 
DIMENSION A[15o21Ja Stl1~a!Ja SDATC7Jo EAOL£7lo PLt15J, PML1,J, 
1PY(14Jo cn,1~JD CMt14J~ IAY[j1o1~jD ASATc1,,162, PP[14), UXf15,8J, 
2SAT~C2ilo AMti5o11Jo AN[i~o11la I0~D[8J, P(8,40J, PTl4UJ, UMt14J, 
3Af)!ti49o :{;}t,ttiSJ.o. SAYie1SJ~ ASAT1ti5J 
-80 








41 PRtNY 400 
4 08 F'OFtMA T C J6MO COLLAPSE MECMAN r SM MAS ·eeeN REAeM.ED J 
ASWXND 2 
REWXND IY2 
REAtJ YAPE ~' f[Atl,JJ, I·• 1, LJ, J • 1, NI 
READ ,APE ~D ABC 
READ TAPE ~(a ABC 
READ YAFE ~Dt!DAT rtJ, I• 1, NMJ 
DO 9tl I 0 
8f A&A~ YA~~ 
R&AD YA~~ 
READ YAPE 
1 D (d 
YY~o ABC 
t er 2 D c, e M r i , , 1 • 1 • M , 
Y r 2 " t' e x >< r i J , I , i ~ L J 
;, 
-· .,,.., ... 
r 
CONSTRUCT i~E INVERTen srt,rNESS MATRiX crLEXfBILTTY 
CO 163 I 11 1, M 
DO 163 Ji 1,M 
163 SffoJJ • 0, 
CO 164 Im 1,M, 2 
K m, ! l! o- i 
StlotJ ~ ioD1t3.0 • SDATtKJJ 
sr1010~01J o srt,11 
Sf!oioiJ G 00 0 ,•Sfl,IJ 
16• Sff¢1o2J o Sti,I•11 
DO 134 i ·a 1, M 
CMeXJ o Oo 
DO 1S4 t:tat;M 
13•·1H·1tXj Q o~tjJ • sri,KJ • CM[t<l 
DO i 36 X o 1, M 
AT)(tYJ o 0, 
DO 1~6 Ka1;L 
136 AT~riJ • .,xt!J • AtK,tl•CxxrK, 
PRINT OUT TME ROTATIONS AT !ACM POINT. 
P.R(NT 138 . 













.._,.._....____,..,______ __ ._.,.,~,~ .. -..... ,·, ~·. 
,·>'::-'<J. 
.., •·. ~ 
297.21 
C 
5~ FORMAT [4~DPT,,4~18MROTATICN,//J 
DO 139 I• t, M 
M. DMPl]. ATXrri 
13t PRINT ~52, iJI M 
252 ro~MAf [ IJ, E16.1, II! 
. . ' . ' . . 
.. :, ·········---··--•,,-~- .. _ ~·-·--·----~--"--~~-·__. 
... ' 
C RETURN VO T~E ReAD IN POINT FOR KK TO SEE 1r TMERE ARE ANY MORE C LOAC se,s. 
C 
















APPENDIX C ANALYSIS OF THE EXAMPLE FRAME 
INDEXING SYSTEMS FOR· THIS EXA~LE 
1 2 3 4 
9 10 11 12 
·l)E·FLE,C-Tl.ON: ·AND :10Al1 NUMBE .. RING . . . ' ' 
. 
- . -. . ... '. . .. . . . .- . . . . . 
,B:e·ams -~ .2:l. :Vf 144: 
· .. •' 
_;· -· . ,· .-. 
.. 
. ' 0 
8 
•'• •'• _•·•-·"'.:• ,. Y-:_-C.? ·~ • • --• -- ''''""'"•-'- . . - - ••---- __ ..... , .-·. -•••---~••••" . • -~ ,•,' • ""-·•· ,_ . ., L ·•-•-•••~•" -·· ,,.._"•-·-•'"". • "'"""' .-,.--••-••- • '•- - -, ••• --.....~. _t - o••·• ~-- - .._.,,, ," " •• 
... ' 
MEMBER IDENTIFICATION 
~ - Mem~er Numbers 
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:Q I 
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·•.· o· •. 
: 0-:··· 
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·o : ·(! :.s 6 4·A :4 u.~ 05 
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O. 4728880F ';65. 
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1 LOAD C,1:::1 f\Q. 3 
i !--------~-·:; 
f, (J w 1 -o . 2.nBOlJ~Of 
,.,. (1 w 2 - n • 41600PDF 
f.OW ] 
-o . 41 60CJODF 
kOW 4 -o • ,2 1r8 b'O (l Of' 
,.,. CJ w 5 o.ji10r10[10f 
f. r. w. ~ o. 
f., ow 7 0 •: 





~-0"4 . .'I). fl •. (f 
fiOW 11!1 0 . 
·i,ow 11 "() . 













Li"' I t n Et u= C T IT N s ~ . . 
- . . . . . 
t-.ow :1 .- o • 5j,9 no 3 6 E- - n 3 
hOW 
.:? -.o • · 2 ~ 2 3_ 4 6 6f - -~ 2 
hUW :r 
- O. 2~ 913;?2-F-,, 2 
f-<OW ,,4. "'."0 .549Q5~2£:-,,3 
f-<OW 
" 
0 • 9·<; 8 3 o 7 9E - n 3 
hOW .~ 0 .9P83555F'"'Jl3 
.. ow :1 f. 9f.845n 7E_':" n3 
kOW P., iJ ·• 9i, 8:4_9~ 3 F"' n3 
f-< ('I w 9 
-o •:2'73193'3E-·n.~ 
f. ow 1_0 -0·~204,03~2E-n3. 
f<OW 11 0 .2(1946?6F--,,3 
f. ow 1, 0 -2~375?5E"-ri3 
l.J l\i J T 'M0"1EI\.TS 
f.OW 1 -0.1738613E n1 
f-OW 2 -0.8198105F 01 
f. 0 W .~ 0. 81 9-~l [H~F 11:j: 
1--'0W .4 0 • 21 2 7 3 Cl 2·E n:? 
f<OW 9 
-'o· • 21273£)2f rt 2 
f. ow· 6 0°.11815?7E.= n2 
,-..OW 7. 
- O ~ t7 81.5 ? 7 E n·:;,,. 
f-lOW ".4 
- 0 • 1r. 1 l. 3 t-'_1 f ·n2 
f-<OW Q 0 • 1 5 11 3 ts t'E ,, 2 
f<O W 10 o.9e23117F n1 
L•N IT l X l A I LO.ADS 
1-'EMBER 1 - 0. ?-4.7_2·9~ AE 
l"'EMBER 2 -n .161'124~r'IF. 
"'1E-MBE~ 3 -.n. 1.6fl244 QF 
"'FMBER 4 ... n .·.16F2447E 
,-.,E-M8E~.c ·5 .. ri •. ? 5 ·1 9 ci 5 ;:> E 
~LASTTC HINGE NO. j 















' ~ . 
F- T • TOT. MO,-. ~FC 
1 - '2 7 .87A 24/f\,592 :4Q2 °' C\0 0 
2 -131 • 45t: 24 ,r, .592 492:.£109 
3 131 .451' l"0 .. 71. 0.00 1:0 7 i • 0 0 0 
4 '.l.'4 .1' • i:1): lQ/1 ;. d o. o. tof1 .uoo 
5 .; ->.41 • l 1 { iOI1 • 0 0 u. 10'71. [JO 0 
b ,dt~ • 6'6t 1 o:·11 ·• oo u 1ift1 • lJ (l.O 
J -·~t:1~. 6'66 i,011 i, ouu 1071 • U. u 0 
-_J,.,, 
t, ~~4:~ .J45: 1 OJt. 00'0: 1011 • ll O 0 
IJ· 
.:::4~ • .j.45 2:4_2 •. 3 4~ 402 • o o .o· 
i 1 (J 157 .513 2 .q' .345 402 • (IO 0 





·s: .,, • i 5 3 6 .9 4 ~ E- 0 1 
. . 
··9· -n .A3P0628E-.O·? 






; -~ 6. 6.':J7 
, ... ·20 If,~ 7 
\ . . . . . . 
-~.6.,657 














·.R2 5:_. 'A ,ll O 
• • • • . . I 
·1i;;o3,360 
- - - - I 
1503. 3J,·O 
I 
"i5o3 .. 3i6u 
1 ~o-3. 3jbo 
'11:,03,,~e,o 
.1 
' . • I , 
·15.03.~oO 














IJ. 48 0 
U,480. 
G ... o,te 
lJ ·• U'1-tl 
u .• 1.J1tJ 




































U N J T O EJ L F C T I C' N ~ 
lsOW 1 - (l .54594~0E- .. 3 
f<OW :, -n .3f.62j)~8F-:n? 
kOW ~ -o . 3712537F-r,2 
kOW 4 ~ o , 5 4 21 0 7 BF - n· 3 
:1:ipi,,i i; 0 ;4ci178'16F-n2 
._=:ow 
" 
0 • 4 fl 1.4 0 A 9 E-" i 
F-0~ ,7 o·;4!10.6~34E-r,2 
._::cf · 8 - o .·4 n·o 21s; 7E .. ,, 2 
... W . - .. 
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